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By L. J. Hortin
Only the 50-year or older buildings at
Murray State University — Oakhurst,
Wilson Hall, Wells Hall and Wrather
Hall — will be listed on the National
Register as "Murray State University
Historic Buildings." This ruling was
announced Sept. 18 in a letter from
Gloria Mills, National Register
Program Coordinator, Frankfort.
-- These four historic buildings and
three additional buildings (not 50 years
old) had been previously nominated by
the Kentucky Heritage Commission.
Not approved were the Old Library
Pogue Library), Business and
Education Building, and the
Administration Building (Sparks Hall),
all under 50 years of age.
Wrather Hall was listed on the
National Register June 11, 1975. Later,
Murray officials suggested to the
Frankfort office that Oakhurst, the
President's home, be listed on the
National Register. It was recom-
mended then by persons in the Ken-
tucky Heritage Commission at Frank-
fort that additional buildings be in-
cluded in the application to form a
"Historic District" at Murray State.
When the first official "listing" an-
nouncement was made to Murray
State, no mention was made that only
the 50-year or older buildings would be
included. Apparently the change in
plans was made and approved by phone
call between Washington and Frank-
The explanatory letter from Ms.
Gloria Mills at Frankfort follows:
''Dear Dr. Hortin:
"We received a copy of your Ledger
St Times article on the listing of Murray
State University Historic Buildings to
the National Register. We were very
pleased to see that it received so much
attention.
"There might be some misun-
derstanding, however, about the
"district," which is entirely my fault
for not checking with you sooner. The
National Register office in Washington
called to voice their concern over the
inclusion of three buildings ( in a
district of 7 structures) that did not
meet the age criteria. They suggested
we drop the district, and simply label
the nomination Murray State
University Historic Buildings, which
would include only the older properties.
This approach is apparently a new one,
primarily used with institutional-type
nominations.
"We agreed to the change recom-
mended by Washington to nominate
only the four buildings meeting the 50-
year or older requirement—Oakhurst,
Wilson Hall, Wells Hall, and Wrather
Hall.
"I sincerely apologize for not
relaying this conversation to you. If you
would like me to contact the newspaper
for a correction I would be happy to do
so. Or if you could forward the in-
formation contained in my letter to the
proper personnel, I would greatly
appreciate it."
NEW SHOPPING CENTER CONSTRUCTION — Work is progressing steadily on Murray's newest shopping center
complex at the southeast corner of U.S. 641 and KY 121-Bypass. A spokesman for the company that is building a
55,S52 square foot K mart store says the building may be complete early next sear, depending largely on the whims
of the winter weather. The spokesman for The Development Group, a Michigan firm, said other stores are expected
to locate in the K mart shopping complex "but nothing is real definite at this time." Plans announced late last year
called for a shopping center totaling over 107,000 square feet of floor space and featuring a number of other
smaller retail stores. Plans at that time called for opening the store late this summer. The spokesman for the com-
pany said today late shipment of materials has delayed the original opening dates. The new shopping center is
" located adjacent to Central Shopping Center.




COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — While one
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
was criticizing the Carroll ad-
ministration, another was promising to
stunt the growth of state government.
State Auditor George Atkins told a
fund-raising dinner here Friday that
the administration was "continuing to
abuse the personal service contract
system to the tune of ;51.9 million this
year."
Atkins claimed this was as 42 percent
increase over last fiscal year.
Dr. Harvey Sloane, during a news
conference at Bowling Green, said that
if elected, he will work to curb "the
enormous growth and inefficiency of
Kentucky's government"
Sloane is completing his fifth week of
a 1,000-mile walking tour of the state.
He has covered 318 miles and listed to
thousands of residents.
Atkins said that despite the gover-
nor's Personal Service Contract
Review Commission, there has been a
proliferation of the so-called
professional service contracts even in
the last year.
"Last October, after a yearlong
review, our office concluded that these
contracts, many of them to political
Air Fleet Director Says:
State Pilots Have Excellent Record
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state's 13 pilots have an excellent
record of safety and "you can't put a
dollar value on that," says the director
of the air fleet.
William Eddins made the remark
Friday at the first meeting of a sub-
committee on state vehicles and
property which is taking a broad look at
policy in those areas.
"We have had no mishap in quite a
few years," Eddins said, adding that
this fact has not been brought out in all
the furor about use of state airplanes.
"...I would be willing to stack our pilots
against any group."
He was responding to a question by
Rep. Arthur Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,
about the possible comparison of costs
in leasing and owning planes.
Rep. Mark O'Brien, D-Louisville, the
subcommittee chairman, opened the
proceedings on a cautious note, mindful
of recent controversy about the ad-
miinistration's use of state planes.
"The use of airplanes has received
the most notoriety and probably is the
logical place to start," he said.
Later he told Eddins that he did not
expect him to respond to questions
about policy — "that will fall into our
purview later."
The questions of committee members
generally were routine, though Rep. J.
R. Gray, D-Benton, asked if there were
two bars on the plush Merlin plane.
Eddins answered that there were
"two service centers" actually, then
acknowledged that "yes, there are two
bars."
The 1975 Merlin, purchased by the
state for $845,000, holds 10 passengers.
In an apparent reference to com-
parisons of Kentucky's air fleet with
other states, Eddins said this state's
planes serve all agencies whereas in
some other states, universities and
separate agencies have their own air
fleets.
Asked if the use of state planes is
classified as business even when they
are used for vacations, the air director
replied: "From our standpoint, they
are all business trips."
Gov. Julian Carroll has been
criticized by State Auditor George
Atkins for using planes for vacation
trips at taxpayer expense.
The governor has said Atkins' audit
report conclusion, that Kentucky's air
fleet also was excessive, contained
"hip-pocket research" that was not
accurate. _
Eddins said that since last May,
every flight on a state plane must list
the passengers, except for state police
and Fish and Wildife Resources
Department use.
That apparently resulted from the
disclosure that the governor's flights
did not contain such information.
Eddins arranged a series of slides
showing every state plane at Capital
City Airport, from the 16-passenger
Fairchild to a single-engine Cessna
He said the state still has not sold a
CPILCOURSEt Allie Underwood,,left, And Mary Lott Rhodes,.center, practice cardiopulmonary fret4citation.on
Recussie Annie, a life-size dummy, while Kenney Beshear and Mary lane Howard, Red Cross instructors, count and
observe. Also pictured are Patsy Miller, foreground, and Pat Binford, right. The CPR courses, designed to aid in the
treatment of heart attack, electric shock or drowning victims, are now in progress at the Red Cross office in the
courthouse. The courses will he held each Tuesday and Thursday for small groups as long as !heir is an interest ex-
pressed. Those wishing to sign up for the CPR course or for the standard first aid course which is offered Monday.
Wednesday and Friday may call 753-1421.
Stall Photo By Debbie I pc
four-passgener Aztec which has been
declared surplus.
He said the $77,000 top bid was "too
cheap" and that the state is holding out
for at least $91,000, which he said still is
below book value.
The craft was bought during the
Carroll administratiOn in 1975 for
$95,000, including a trade-in.
At the next meeting, subcommittee
members will question officials in the
state Department for Finance and
Administration about the state's
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
lingering fatigue from the Mideast
summit talks, President Carter
planned a second straight day of
political campaigning today, traveling
to Pennsylvania and Ohio to raise
money for Democratic candidates.
Carter, who described himself as
"still tired" Friday from the Camp
David summit that ended last Sunday,
is appearing today at a town meeting in
Aliquippa, near Pittsburgh, and also
attending a fund-raiser for
congressional candidate Gene Atkinson
there.
Tonight the president heads to
Columbus, Ohio, to address about 1,100
persons at the Democratic Party's $125-
a-plate Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner.
Proceeds are to be shared by nine
statewide candidates including IA. Gov.
Richard F. Celeste, who is seeking to
defeat Gov. James A. Rhodes, a
Republican.
The president returned to the White
House late Friday night from the
Carolinas, where he had soaked up
praise for his summit role and served
as the drawing ctisd at fund-raising
receptions for the Democratic op-
ponents of two conservative senators:
Jesse Helms V North Caroling and
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina.
"I came here tonght still tired,"
Carter told about 600 persons at a $50-a-
plate outdoor barbecue for Charles
"Pug" Ravenal, a former Harvard
football player and Wall Street
businessman who is trying to oust
Thurmond.
"I have not had any time off yet,"
Carter added.
In Asheville, N.C., the president
greeted several hundred guests at a
$500-per-couple reception for state
mire commintorier Joivringrani,-
whose polls put him seven points behind
' Helms.
The Democratic Party has targeted
Helms, frequent thorn in- the 'ad-
ministration's side, as the No. 1
Republican to beat on Nov. 7.
John White, chairman of the
Democatic National Committee,
traveled with the president but con-
ceded Carter's appearances probably
won't change any votes in eithersraoo
purchases of airplanes with money
from the capital construction fund,
money normally used for other pur-
poses.
Schmidt criticized that practice,
declaring that "when the General
Assembly appropriated this money,
rin fairly confident that few, if any,
legislators believed it was going into
the purchase of airplanes."
He said he does not like the idea of an
administration having "a sort of slush
fund."
However, White added, the presence
of the president "puts a sense of ex-
citement on the race. It energizes the
whole campaign and that's a
tremendous advantage."
At both stops. Carter lavished praise
on candidates and was praised in return
for his performance at the just-
concluded peace summit
Ravenel said Carter had "come out
from a period of smothering




BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Syrian
troops pounded Christian militia
positions in Beirut with rockets and
machine gun fire today and the
militiamen retaliated with heavy
machine gun bursts. First reports said
seven militiamen were wounded.
The gunfire sent hundreds of
pedestrians diving for shelter. Cars
screeched to a halt and people threw
themselves to the ground. One witness
in Ara15eh, the largest Christian
neigfihood in the eastern part of the
capitalwsaid shells rained around his
ft. "It's really heavy this time," he
said.
Other witnesses reported several
fires broke out and that traffic between
the capital's Moslem and Christian
sectors came to a standstill.
President Elias Sarkis and the
country's top Christian leader, former
president Camille Chamoun, are in
disagreement over the mandate of the
Syrian-dominated Arab League
peacekeeping army which intervened
Ttr eritr- LebTOh 1975-7g MAT *se
betweem the Christians and an alliance__
of Mosiem—s'ina Palestinian guerrillas:
Chamoun publicy demanded that
Syrian President Hafez Asitid with-
draw his forces from Lebanon at once
But Sarkis, also a Christian, overruled
Chamoun and told the nation in a radio
and television address he was seeking
an extension of the mandate because
their continued presence was necessary
for the country's security
friends, had tripled under the Carroll
administration," Atkins added.
He said the report was thorough but
"instead of considering our recom-
mendation, correcting the situation and
taking sincere steps to restore
credibility, this administration has
continued to abuse personal service
contract system to the tune of $51.,9
iiillion this year, a 42 percent increase
over last fiscal year."
Sloane, former mayor of Louisville,
said that one issue which crops up "is
(the citizens') dissatisfaction with
government and specifically their
feeling that they are not getting a
dollars worth of services out of a
dollar's worth of taxes.
"They resent this and express their
feeling that state government taxes too
much, spends too much and wastes too
muck"
In response to the concerns, Sloane
made several proposals. He said that he
would support a constitutional
amendment that would limit state
spending, and that he would work to
abolish the five percent state sales tax
on home utility bills and the real





Auditions for the play "Music Man,"
an upcoming Murray-Calloway County
Comm unity Theatre production, are
Slated Monday and Tuesday, a theatre
spokesman said today.
Originally postponed a week, the
auditions are slated Monday and
Tuesday at the public library at 3:30
p.m. and 7 p.m.
Approximately 50 parts are available
in the cast of "Music Man," the
spokesman said. "Anyone from the
third grade to adults interested is urged
to try out," the spokesman said.
The play will have speaking, singing
and dancing parts and persons are
needed for each type role, the
spokesman pointed out. "Persons
trying out for singing roles may bring a
prepared number if they want," he
said.
Orchestra tryouts for the play are set
Sept. 28, also at the public library,
beginning at 7 p.m. "There will be sight
reading of some of the show's music
and if persons want to bring a prepared
number, they may do so," he indicated.
Once a Broadway smash hit starring
Robert Preston, "Music Man" will be
performed Nov. 9 and 10 then again
Nov. 16, 17 and 18.
Anyone interested in any phase of the
production should contact the theatre
(t3-1752) or attend the production and
orchestra auditions.
today's index 







Let's Stay Well 2







Mnstty- sunny and-mtitt- dining
the day and clear and cool at
night today theotlgh Sunday.
Higha,today and Sunday in the
low to mid 79s. Lows tonight in
the low to mid 50s. Winds nor-
theast at 5 to 10 miles an hour
today, becoming light and
variable tonight.
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Saturday, September 23
The Wranglers Riding Club
Horse Show will be held at the
riding club, located four miles
east of Murray on the Van
Cleave Road off Highway 94
East, starting at six p.m.
Turkey Shoot will be held at
Jackson Purchase Gun Club
near Coldwater starling at
t welve noon.
Aipha Department - of
Murray Woman's Club has
changed its meeting this
month to the fifth Saturday.
Saturday, September 23
Gospel singing featuring
The Visions will be held at
Calvary Baptist Church near
Coldwater at seven p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include woodland
walk at two p.m. and night
visual at eight p.m., both at
Center Station.
Murray State University -
Cross Country men's team
will meet Western at eleven
a.m. at Murray Country Club.
Sunday, September 24
Turkey Shoot at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club will
continue today starting at
twelve noon.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
homecoming will be held with
the Rev. Norman Culpepper
as morning speaker.
Ice cream social for all
young adults of First Christian
Church will be held at thome
of Robert and Johnna Puttoff,







Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will incl
program on Changing Seasoi
at Center Station from two to
three p.m., and Hunting and
Fishing Day throughout the
area.
Monday. september 25
Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Organization will
have its back to school night
starting at seven p.m. with
each class to have a parents
meeting and refreshments to
be served following the open
house.
MSU Women's Society will
have its salad supper at 6:30
p.m. in Beshear gym on the
campus. All women faculty
and staff and wives of faculty
and staff of the university are
invited. •
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 7:15 p.m.
For information persons may
call 7594792, weekdays, or 759-
4875 or 753-9261, weekends.
Jackson Purchase 4-H and
FFA Steer Show, sponsored by
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, will be at
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, MSU, at
10:30 a.m. Free and open to
the public.
James Mapes, hypnotist,
will be presented in a program
in the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 8:30 p.m.
Open 6:45-Start-7:1 5
SUNDAY thru WED.
League of Women Voters
will present a membership
program at the Hospitality
Room, Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut, starting at eight
p.m. with refreshments and
program to follow at 8:30 p.m.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
a.m. Persons wishing to enter
art or needlework items in




today at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, Land Between
the Lakes, and continue
thrOugh Wednesday.
Women of Murray Country
Club should, make reser-
vations for the Wednesday
luncheon today with Edwina
Simmons, luncheon chairman.
Tuesday, September 28
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist church will
meet at the church at 9:30
a.m.
• Murray Band Boosters will
sponsor a uniform sale at
Middle School Band Room at
seven p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Ann
Spann, 1615 Loch Lomond
Drive, at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
hear Bill Phillips speak at
10:30 a.m., with a potluck
luncheon to follow, at the
Dexter Center.
"Young Lady Chatterley" is a movie for people who feel,
touch and sense what being in love, and sense what making
love is about.
Everything about 'Young Lady Chatterly" is beautiful, the
foyers, the love making — and especially, the way it will
make you feel
Tuesday, September 28
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
quilting, etc., at 10:30 a.m.,
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m. Board
will meet at St. John's Center,
1620 Main, at 1:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Quota Club of Murray is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Women Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Kenbar Inn at
9:30 a.m. Fol. information call
Ann Dyson, 436-5451.
James Mapes,'' hypnotist,
will be presented in a seminar
at 7:30 p.m. at thci Student
Center, Murray State
University.
Program of chamber music
by Members of the Murray
State mueN faculty will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. There is no charge





Lake Chapter of The National
Secretaries Association will
sponsor a seminar entitled,
"Communicating Your
Potential" on Sept. 30, at
Paducah Community College.
Registration will begin at
8:00 a.m. and the seminar will
be from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The fee for this seminar is
816.00 per person and will
include coffee break and
lunch.
The deadline for
registration is Sept. 25, and
should be mailed to Ms. Jean
Stegman, Proform, Inc., 700
Terrace La., Paducah, KY
42001.
"Communicating Your
Potential" will be conducted
by Miss Miriam Uni, a con-
sultant of Human Behavior
and Motivation, who is
president and director of the
Self Enrichment Series
classes in .Newton, Boston,
and Rhode Island.
Miss Uni teaches men and
women how to develop con-
fidence and happier self
images. From her instruction,
people learn how to live more
rewarding lives and how to
deal with other people ef-
fectively. She is currently
teaching her Self Enrichment
program at Northeastern
University in Boston, Mass.,
her home.
Miss Uni has designed
''Communicating Your
Potential" to enhance the
quality of communication
throughout companies and
businesses. For better un-
derstanding between people,
the participants will learn
ways to recognize body
language clues, improve, the
quality of their speaking
voices, better convey attitudes
through their voices and their
words and listen more ef-






What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
,Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A really good day is at hand
if you can cut through the
complexities that are
restricting you. Mainly, a
fresh approach will benefit
your ontlook.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for social ac-
tivities, outdoors if the
weather is good or inside if it
is not. An invitation accepted
could turn out to be especially
pleasant.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Tensions appear to be
lessening. Be grateful and in a
more relaxed atmosphere
take stock of your position
with renewed objectivity.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
Morning is unsettled, but
just devote yourself to chores
so that by noon when the in-
fluences are good, you can be
receptive to better things.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) atiQ
Enjoy romantic attachment
as is for the present. Do not
push for any change in the
status of the relationship.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)
Someone approaches you
for advice and you really hit
the nail on the head. You will
be amazed at your own talent
for analyzing the situation.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Marriage is not always
smooth for a Libran, but right
now, you should really not
rock the boat in dealing with
mate or sweetheart.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ribe/V.
A good day for quiet
reflection on the present state
of your affairs. Discontent
should abate, and good in-
fluences are in the offing.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 )
Neptune encourages you to
believe a dream can come
true, but you have to put the
machinery in motion if it is to
be 'realized.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Routine plays a role in the
day, and trying to break it up
may result in offending those
closest to you. Perhaps you
confuse duty with routine.
AQUARIUS esa.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 
191'A
Clowning around breaks up
the day but be prepared for




X C-7(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •_A
An uphill battle is indicated
for a campaign to impress a
member of the opposite sex.
You will have trouble resisting
the challenge, however.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with high ideals and
lofty ambitions; have the
stamina and persistence
needed to attain them. You
are self-reliant, well-poised
and independent almost to a
fault. Wherever you go, your
personality makes you the
center of attraction but, if for
some reason, someone else is
holding the spotlight, you tend
to pout; may even do
something bizarre to gain the
attention you crave. Try to
curb this form of egotism. You
have enough going for you to
be above such tactics. There
are many fields in which you
could find a successful career,
notably: surgery, nursing, the
Thur.
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CAPRI-Fri. Sat. 11:40 - Adult Entertainment 18 er over only
CHERI- Fri. Sat. 11:40 - "ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW" A
law, politics. You could also
attain eminence in any one of
the arts — as your leanings
and education dictate. Bir-





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
With the cobwebs swept
away, you are ready to un-
dertake some new projects
that will add to your natural
zest for living.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) b€,
It's late but not too late to
remember a special date
connected with a friend with
whom ties have gradually
been relaxed over the years.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 2U
Begin the week with en-
thusiasm and extra alertness
to pick up all the good
vibrations that are coming
your way. Reactions by others
may surprise you.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 )
The stars are favorable, and
you should have some
pleasant experiences without
the responsibility of seeking
them out. Don't hibernate,
however. Get out and be seen.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) taticg
Things start off slowly in the
morning, but the pace will
quicken, and you will be en-
joying a productive spurt.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't try to interfere in a
dispute outside the immediate
family even though the par-
ticipants appear to want to
involve you. Stay clear!
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You would like to feel blue,
but you are thrown into
contact with a person who
cheers you up considerably.
Moodiness can return unless
you keep busy.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) riVelf
Romantic interests require
attention, especially if they
have been left to stew in their
own juices. Revival opnterest
is indicated.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eitel
A letter figures in the day's
excitement. If one is not
received, perhaps it is one you
should write.
CAPRICORN 1,4 t --71 5
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V4,)
Being alone today is not
particularly to your taste.
However, a little introspection
can benefit your feeling about
yourself.
AQUARIUS awe-A
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A little dispute with mate or
close relation can blow up out
of proNrtion unless you keep
your hrad.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
WP
)(Cf.
You are offended by
something someone said, but
try to see if the remark was
intended the way you took it.
Misinterpretation can be the
culprit.
YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly talented, extremely
ambitious and your en-
thusiasm for life and all that it
has to offer never dims. You
are artistic by nature and
have a special affinity for
music; could also excel at
designing, sculpture or in-
terior decorating. Somewhat
paradoxically in the cir-
cumstances, you are also very
good at finances; are thrifty,
practical and can handle
money and properties
carefully, even with little
training. You are extremely
sympathetic to the. un-
derprivileged and will fight
unceasingly to help them.
Birthdate of: Phil Rizzuto,




WESTPORT, Conn. (AP) —
An international celebration of
children and the family will
take place on May I, according
to Kenneth H. Phillips, director
of development and public in-
. fotrriatim for Save the Chit.
dren, the 48-year-old inter-
national child iissistance agen-
FY
"Sive the Children Day '78"
is aimed at focusing public con-
cern on the needs of poverty-
stricken children, their families
and c?riununities all over the
world. A campaign to raise $50
million to help meet those
needs is being launched, Phil-
lips said.
Let's Stay Well
By F..1 L Blasingame, M D
Mumps Vaccine For Ad-airs-
Q: Mr. T. J., 22 years
old, writes he has never
had mumps. He now works
as a fireman assigned to
emergency medical ser-
vices and thinks that he
may become exposed to
this disease in his work.
He asks advice about his
taking mumps vaccine, its
effectiveness, and its ad-
verse effects.
He adds, "My concern
has been made worse be-
cause a male friend re-
cently had a severe case of
mumps with all the com-
plications. He was acutely
ill for a number of days
and disabled for several
• weeks." .4
A: Mumps vaccine has
proved effective and safe.
It is made by growing the
mumps virus on a chick
embryo in an egg and is
used in a live but weakened
(attenuated) form. The
only caution is that persons
who are allergic to eggs
may not be able to take the
vaccine and should advise
their physician of this sen-
sitivity before taking the
mumps vaccine. He may
want to test for allergy to
eggs and may feel that the
risk of vaccination is not
justified. Two or three
weeks after vaccination,
immunity against mumps
will be established and will
usually protect you perma-
nently against this virus
infection. •
Also, remember that you
may have had mumps as a
child and not recognized
the infection. Some cases
(estimated at 30 percent)
are so mild that typical
clinical symptoms may not
appear. Your having had
an undiagnosed case ear-
lier will in no way cause
any untoward reaction
from the vaccination.
Mumps can result in a
rough experience for
adults, in whom complica-
tions are more common
About 10 percent of the
males have some degree of
inflammation of one of the
testicles ( orchitis). It can
result in permanent dam-
age to the testicle, often
causing it to be small
(atrophied). Unless both
testicles become involved,
which is highly unlikely,
sterility and potency are
not affected. Sexual desire
is usually not impaired.
Other less frequent com-
plications include inflam-
mation of the pancreas
with upper abdominal pain
and nausea, and inflam-
mation of the brain
(encephalitis). The latter
may result in severe head-
ache, even coma. Deafness
has been ret•orted as a rare
complication of mumps.
Unfortunately, no test is
available to determine
whether you have had the
disease or whether you are
likely to have it when
exposed. Also, no medicine
is effective in lessening the
course of the infection once
it has started, and compli-
cations are unpredictable
before they ocur.
Much can be done to
make the patient more
confortable and to shorten
the course of the illness.
However, prevention re-
mains the wise way to
manage mumps.
'Dealt
A Chance To Make
Dying 'Man Happy
By Abigail Van Buren
1978 by Cai.cado Doben• N Y News Synd Inc.
DEAR ABBY: Our 24-year-old daughter, Debbie, has been
living in New York for a year. (We live in California.( Debbie
is a sensible, educated, single' woman whohas an excellent
position. She's told us that she's romantically involved with
John. a 33-year-old professional man. She says he is an
outstanding person with fine qualities. They are not
engaged, but he's the first man she's ever been serious
about. Our only objection to this match is that John is not of
our religion.
Debbie phoned to tell us that John's mother called her
from Portland, Ore., and offered to pay her Air fare there
for the weekend to meet John's father, who is dying of
cancer. They've never met Debbie. but have spoken to her
on the phone often. John's mother said she felt that her
husband would die happier knowing that his only son was
going with a lovely girl.
Because my husband and I disapprove of our daughter's
involvement with a man not of our faith, we told Debbie that
we did not want her to go to Portland. Do you think we were
wrong?
WONDERING IN WOODSIDE
DEAR WONDERING: Yes. A 24-year-old woman with
your daughter's qualifications is capable of making her own
decisions (including whom she should marry), and for you to
put the kibosh on that trip for any reason was wrong.
Whether or not Debbie and John marry, if she can make a
dying man happy I think she should go. And I hope she does.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are finally being divorced
after 12 -years of a very stormy marriage and several
separations.
My lawyer instructed me to move out of the house, so Idid. The problem is that every time I go to the house to talkto my wife about some matter pertaining to the settlement,one thing leads to another and I end up sleeping there. (With
her.)
It's ridiculous the way I go out and move the car so
nobody will see it parked in front of the house all ifight.
Aren't we legally married until the divorce decree isfinal? If so, aren't we entitled to sleep together if we feellike it?
Please don't tell me that if we still want to sleep togetherwe should consider saving our marriage. She is impossible tolive with, and she says tht same about me, but I must admitsex with her is the best. r)o you think we're crazy?
BEING HONEST
DEAR HONEST: No. I think you're wise to recognize
that fact that sexual compatibility isn't everything. But if
you want to know if you're entitled to marital privileges
until your divorce is final, ask your lawyer.
DEAR ABBY: In a courtship between a woman 68 and a
man 70, who should offer the first kiss?
Please don't think this is a joke. I am a widow and he is a
widower, and we are getting very close to where I will need
thelfanhseweshro.uld make the first move, should I respond
willingly? Or am I the one who should let him know I am not
adverse to a romantic relationship? (I'm not, but I don't want
to push for it.)
Women used to sit back_tarid let the tuca..tuakr .Lhe.cor
t UFA huipeWaps women s lib has changed all that. Or has
.it? _ 
OLDSTERS
DEAR OLDSTERS: If you feel like kissing him, go ahead
and kiss him. He'll probably meet you halfway, and beat you
to the finish line.
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(Betty), Rt. 2, Murray, Baby
Girl Wilford (Oniske), 425
Gardner St., Mayfield, Baby
Boy Underhill (Janet), Rt. 3,
Murray, Baby Boy
Davenport ( Debra), Rt. 1,
Hardin, Baby Boy Fields
(Dean), P.O. Box 932, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Barbara A. Weatherly,
501 So. 16th., Murray, Mrs.
Teresa C. Nash, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Martha N. Mc-
Cuiston, New Concord, Mrs.
Becky G. Miller, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Martha V.
Latham, 1716 Wells Ext.,
Murray, Mrs. Pam Myers,
1304 Walnut, Benton, Rexie F.
Parrish, Rt. 1-Box 100, Dexter,
Mrs. Patricia K. Bailey and
Baby Girl, No. 22 Grogans Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Karen D.
Woolum and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 -
Box 137, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Rose P. Thorpe, 419 Loch
Ridge St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Latricia B. Cavitt, Rt. 4,
Benton, Curtis D. Harper, Rt.
9-Box 250, Benton, Mrs. Nancy
V. Casper, Lot 16 Holiday
Park, Benton, Mrs. Mary R.
Miller, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Doris M. Paschall, Rt..2,
Puryear, Tenn., Miss Ann D.
Carr, 707 Main St., Murray,
Mrs. Ruth J. Eversmeyer, 820
N. 19th, Murray, James E.
Rudolph, Rt. 5, Benton, Garry
W. Young, Jones St., Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Carol L. Brown,
Box 995, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Phyllis A. Hart, 1308 E. Wood,
Paris, Tenn., James E.
Diuguid, 803 Sharpe, Murray,
Ralph C. Edwards, Rt. 5-Box
450, Murray, Mrs. Patricia C.
Stom, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Beatrice B. Parker, Rt. 4-Box
92, Murray, Andy G. Rick-
man, Rt. 7-Box 702, Murray,
William T. Ahart,
Benevolence Home, Prin-
ceton, William J. Green, Rt.
5-Box 314, Murray, Mrs.
Johnnie E. Myers, 714 Riley
CL, Murray, Miss Amy
Paschall, 618 W. Ellis,
Murray, Maynard Ragsdale,
503 N. 6th, Murray, Ernest
L. 'Hopper, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys Brown, 405 S.
2nd, Murray, Mns. Olga K.
Freeman, Box 134, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary M. Pierce, Rt. 1,







(Rhonda), Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Bonita F. Farmer and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Miss
Amy R. Jones, Rt. 1-Box 56,
Almo, Miss Mary W.
Roseman, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Margaret A. Mathes, Rt.
1-Box 502, Mayfield, Miss
Debbie J. Melton, Rt. 2-Box 42,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Malinda
L. Paul 815 So. 9th, Mayfield,
Mrs. M-ary M. Davis, New
Concord, Miss Carol A. Mc-
Clain, 413 So. 9th, Mayfield,
Thomas B. Gains, 1708
Keenland, Murray, Mrs. R.
Crass, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Cherise M. Wilkins, 822 Lois
St., Paris, Tenn., John M.
Dillon, Gen. Del. Dexter, Mrs.
Rozelle G. Myers, Rt. 8-Box
990, Murray, Mrs. Ola Morris,
740 Nash Dr., Murray, Bertis
L. Doyle, Rt. 6-Box 292,
Murray, Mrs. Ola C. Un-
derwood, 108 N. 12th., Murray,
Olen L. Garland, Rt.







Baby Girl Thorpe (Rose),
419 Loch ledge, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Oniske E. Wilford and
Baby Girl, 425 Gardner
St., Mayfield, Mrs. Janet M.
Underhill and Baby Boy, Rt. 3-
Box 113, Murray. Mrs.
Deborah H. McDaniel and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3-Box 13-K9,
Murray, Mrs. Linda W.
Shepard, Rt. 6-Box 194,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Lipford,
608 North Main, Anna,
Mrs. Emily M. Luther, Rt. 3-
Box 130, Murray, Mrs. Louella
Jones, 622 N. 4th, Murray
Mrs. Vicki K. Grimm, 112 NI,
lath, Murray, Miss Cathey'A.,:si
- Majors, 913 S. 8th, Mayfield,
Kenneth W. Beechum, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Modena T. Latimer, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Miss Joyce F.









(Nancy), 1702 Park Ave.,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Miss Linda C. Teague, 1042
Vance, Paris, tenn., Mrs.
Betty C. Tebbetts and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2 -Box 27, Murray,
Miss Anna M. Worley, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Rita J. Elkins,
319 So. 13th., Murray, Dale B.
Taylor, 1104 S. 16th, Murray,
Roger D. Chrisman„ RI. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Carol Oheatham,
-136-Elm, McKenzie,- Tana,.
Joe P. McDaniel, Rt. 5,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debra D. Davenport
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Dian C. Fields
and Baby Boy, P. 0. Box
932. Paris, Tenn.. Gene
Roberts, 901 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Bruce L. Oakley,
Rt. 1, Almo, Walter L.
Dirck, 1610 Queen Rdge
Way, Independence, Mo.,
Mrs. Nancy E. Riley, 41
Shady Oaks Trailer CL,
Murray, H. L. Cunningham,
616 South 3rd, Murray,
Kennie R. Colson, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Silvia M.
Watson, Rt. 1, Clinton, Mrs.
Shirley J. Walston, 1007
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Dotson, 210 West 9th,
Benton, Mrs. Darlene
Alexander, Rt. 2, Whitlock
Rd., Puryear, Tenn., Luther
A. Blanton, 506 N. 1st,
Murray. Claud W. Farmer,
Rt. 7, Murray, Jessie E.
Simmons, 744 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Delores L.
Parrish (expired), New







Baby Boy Reed (Gloria),
Rt. No. 5, Benton, Baby Boy
Henderson ( Lomonda ), Rt.
1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cindy C. Hargrove,
410 So. 10th., Mayfield, Mrs.
Debbie J. Madden, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Pamela
D. Herndon, Rt. 3 Box 373,
Murray, Brandy K. Tibbs,
1604 Murray St., Mayfield,
Eric R. Hammond, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Nancy
Buffington and Baby Girl,
1702 Park Ave., Benton,
Mrs. Rose P. Thorpe and
Baby Girl, 419 Lochridge,
Mayfield, Albert M. Nichy,
Jr., D-12 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Julie A.
Niblock, 13036 Old West
Ave., San Diego, Calif., Mrs.
Anna L. Coleman, 815 N.
19th., Murray, Mrs. Charlene
S. Carroll, Rt. 2, Dresden,
Tenn., Eugene Pierce, 406 N.
Caldwell, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Lou F. Schroader, Fern
Terrace, Murray, Roy 0.
Goldston, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Claude L.
Page, 321 Irvan, Murray,
Ernest ._D. Brazzell, Box 86,






Baby Girl Beth ( Ann), Box
434 Calvert City, Baby Boy
Beane (Kathy), Rt. 1,
Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rhonda L. Thurmond
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Lucille L. Smith, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Beth R.
Hurter, Rt. 7, Box 110,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Joan
Armenta, Rt. 1, Box 297, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Marilyn
C. Cent, Rt. 5, Box 501,
Benton, Mrs. Judy Faye
Gore, Riverview Acres,
Ledbetter, Paul L. McGee,
Rt. 6, Box 141A, Murray,
Mrs. Melba F. Washer 1629
Olive St., Murray, Mrs.
- Murray, -Mrs:- Dottie- L. Meie--TagullY -Sumner- RI-
Cuiston, Rt. 4, Murray, Calvin
B. Milby, Rt. 6, Murray, Allen
E. Henley, 517 Anderson,
Mayfield, Mrs. Vinnie S.
Thompson, Rt. I, Buchanan,
Tenn., David S. Harmon, 815
Hurt, Murray, Mrs. Mary N.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.
Dexter, Rose A. Oakley, Rt.
3, Box 47, Murray, Mrs.
Linda E. Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
E. Hosford, 1621 Olive St.,
Murray, Jerry W. Dodd, 1305
Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Wanda F. French, Rt. 2, Big
Sandy. Tenn., Mrs. Wilma
E. Billington, 1515 Henry St.,
Murray, Eulis Goodwin, Rt.
1, Dexter, A4isel Griffin, 1705
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.





Baby Girl Dowdy (Mother
Candace), 914 Bagwell,
Murray, Baby Boy Irby
(Mother Betty), Bx. 97,
Henry, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Miss Sandra C. Futrell,
Bx. 665 Murray, William H.
Harrell, 202 E. College,
Mayfield, Ms. Mary L. Cox,
1503 Oak, Murray, Steven R.
Crabtree, 1013 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Gloria S. Reed
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Lomanda J.
Henderson and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Gloria S.
Jennings, Rt. 1, Box 71,
Henry, Tenn., Tamra D.
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Almo, Randy
S. Darnell, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Monica G.
Walston, Rt. 2, Bx. 99,
Murray, Miss Lisa Mikulcik,
Bx. 2933 M.S.U. Murray,
Mrs. Ruth A. Conger, Rt. 2,
Bx. 53 Buchanan, Term.,
Harold W. Gay, Hazel,
George W. Sandberg, Rt. 2
Bx. 353 Big Sandy, Term.,
Starkie C. Colson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Ronald D. Hutchins,
104 N. Jenkins, Mayfield,
Mrs. Medye L. Christenbery,
Rt. 1, Murray, Robert W.
Kimbell, 430 N. Washington,
Clinton, Mrs. Gaynelle
Herndon, 323 Irvan, Murray,






Baby Boy McBee ( Mother
Carol), Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ida M. Stunson, 171
Riviera, Murray, Mrs. Lona
M. Moroski, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Barbara T. Alexander,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Anna F.
Walker, 2014 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Fredie
M. Erwin, 501 S. 6, Murray,
Larry E. Isbell, 911
Waldrop, Murray, Miss
Leigh A. Carter, 800 Olive
Murray, Larry W. Butler, Rt.
6, Murray, Stacy D. Crit-
tendon, 1016 Cowan Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Billie J.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Helen C.
Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter, Oren
Williams, Rt. 3 Bx. 208-E,
Murray, Charles M. 'Baker,
1207 Crestwood Murray,
Mrs. Jacoelyn L. Elkins, Rt.
8 Bx. 955 Murray, Dennis L.
Boyd, Rt. 4, Murray, Lloyd
Mathis, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.,
Adele S. Wilson, Rt. 7 Bx. 15
Murray; Marvin R. Howard,
1415 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
Pearl E. Nichols, 1323 102
Main Apt.-A, Murray, James
L. Strader, Bx. 143 Hazel,







1Janet), Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Richard D. Brown, Box 27,
Dexter, Mrs. Kathy D. Bean
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Susan K.
Comer, 909 Pine, Benton,
Mrs. Dora F. Conner, Rt. 2,
Murray, James A. Work-
man, Rt. 4, South Fulton,
Tenn., Mrs. Ali Williams,
Rt. 2, Hazel, MW ,Margaret
J. Thacker, Rt. 1, Wingo,
Mrs. Helen F. Brandon, 523
So 11th, Murray, Jamie G.
Harrell, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Marie L. Huie, 1612
Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Ann
K. Beth and Baby Girl, Box
434, Calvert City, Vernon
Anderion, 2006 College Fm.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Sudie
Morton, 1609 Loch Lomond,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle B.
Parker, 500 Vine, Murray,
Wilford Warfield, gaze!, Jim
L. Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt.
1, Almo.
BEVERAGE & DESSERT
When a milk drink takes a
topper, it will often serve as
both beverage and dessert.
For example,•you esn mix two
cups of cold milk with four
tablespoons of powdered
chocolate flavoring for milk to
make two servings. Top with a
scoop of chocolate, vanilla,
cherry or peppermint ice
cream for a float and you have





Miss Alice Lucille Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jameson of Benton Route Five
announce the approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Alice Lucille, to Thomas Earl Henson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Otley Henson of Benton Route Four.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Marshall County High
School and now works for the Kentucky Candy Company. The
groom-elect is employed by Quality Construction of Benton.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Oct. 6, at seven
p.m. at the Olive Baptist church. A reception will follow in
the church basement.
All friends and relatives are invited. Only out of town in-




daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
C. Jones of Benton, formerly
of Murray, was selected for
the position of Pretrial
Release Officer through the
Co-operative Education
Program at Murray Stated
University. She began her job
on May 17, in Hazard, as.
assistant to Sam L. Luttrell,
the Director of Perry County
Pretrial Services.
•
Kentucky is one of the first
states to participate in
Pretrial Services. Luttrell was
the .first director in Perry
County which is one of the
larger counties in Kentucky
and is located in the
Appalachian mountains.
Luttrell resigned effective
June 1, 1978 and Ms. Jones
applied for and was sub-
sequently hired for the
position of director, a per-
manent position. Assistants
are on a one-year temporary
basis.
While at MSU Miss Jones
was on the Dean's list several
times with a 3.28 cumlative
point average. She will
receive her bachelor of
science degree in Criminal
Justice in May, 1979. She plans
to remain in Hazard after
graduation.
Miss Julie Brown, also of
Benton, has been selected as
Miss Jones assistant as of July
6.
Miss Jones is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Lottie Jones
of Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. D. J. Miller of
Murray.
PRESENTED 50 YEAR PINS-Bill Roberts, second left,
and Irby Palmer, second right, were presented with 50 year
pins at the annual Past Masters Night held Monday, Sept. 18,
by Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Making the presentations was Benny Watson, District
Deputy Grand Master, left. On the right is James D. Buev.
master of the lodge.
PRESENTED 25 YEAR PINS-Benny Watson, district
deputy grand master, back row, third left, and James D.
- Huey; master-ofliTurray Mtge No. HS Free anTACcepted
Masons, second left, presented 25 year pins to, left to right,
front row, J.- H. SmTth. Elmer Collins. James Metcalf, back
row, E. K. Stacey, Cleatus Fair, and Hollie Alderdice at Past
Masters Night held at the Murray Lodge. Past Masters
present were R. H. Robbins 1938; Nix Crawford 1944; Nor-
man A. Klapp 1945; Marvin 0. Page 1948; Ha E. Douglass
19191; John B. Bell 1111; W. 0 Hatcher 1966; A. F. Sykes 1967:Ralph Morris. 1968; Charles Jackson 1969; Dee Lamb 1970.
Howard McNeely 1971; Jimmy Bell 1972; J. P. Parker 1974;Hattie A. Alderdice 1975; Joe F. Lasater 1976; Peer Parley1977.






Phillips, will be the featured
speaker at tbe pot luck lun-
cheon of the Dexter Senior
Citizens on Tuesday, Sept. 26,
at the Dexter Community
Center. Phillips will speak on
the subject of "Wills, Estates
and Probate" at 10:30 a.m.
Philips will also introdace
Galen (Tripp) Thurman, the
newly appointed Executive
Director of the Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Ciizens.
Phillips is chairman of the
Senior Citizens Board and
represents the City of Murray
and Calloway County on the
Jackson Purchase Aging
Committee. He is also city
attorney of Murray, adjunct
professor in Paralegal Studies
at Murray State University,
and a frequent speaker at
clubs, churches, and civic
groups.
Mr. Phillips conducted a
seminar at the University of
Kentucky on Legal Problems
of Senior Citizens and has
acted as Consultant to the
State Municipal Statute
Revision Commission.
Phillips is a native of
Calloway County and has been
engaged in the general





Neith Temple Daughters of
the Nile, located in
Madisonville, with mem-
bership of over 300 throughout
western Kentucky, :will
sponsor an Antique Show Sept.
30 and Oct. 1, at Rizpah Shrine
Temple Activity Building on
U. S. Highway 41-N,three
miles north of Madisonville.
Daughters of the Nile is a
charitable organization
assisting Shriners in their
philanthropic work by fur-
nishing braces, prosthesis and
artificial equipment for out
patients and clothing for
patients in the hospitals. Last
year over $500,000.00 was
contributed by the 143 Nile
Temples throughout U.S.A.
and Canada.
Ross &Jones Wedding Is
Postponed Due To Illness
'1/41
The wedding of Miss Paulette Ross, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James F. Ross, to James Edward Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis E. Jones, scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 30, at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church has been postponed.
The postponement has been made due to the illness of the
groom-elect's mother, Mrs. Jones, who is a patient at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
The date of the wedding will be announced later.
•
HONORED AT CHURCH-Bonnie Garner, right, daughter
of Lita Rushing, and Darrel Dycus, son of Dorothy Bailey,
were honored for their participation in activities at the
University Church of Christ recently. Members. of the high
school class are honored quarterly based on participation in
class activities. The presentations were made during a





of the American Legion
and Auxiliary was held
Sunday at the American
Legion Hill in Paducah,
with Paducah Post 31 as
hosts.
The Legion and





Metcalf and Mrs. Metcalf,
of Elizabethtown; State
Department President,
Mrs. Dorothy Cox, of
Greensboro: and State
Membership Chairman,
Joe Goodness and Mrs.
Goodness, of Owensboro.
Presiding at the lun-
cheon was First District
Commander Robert
Jarboe, of Paducah, who
was accompanied by Mrs.
Jarboe.
For their business
meeting, members of the
Auxiliary had as their
presiding officer the State
Department President,
Mrs. Cox. Also introduced
as special guests were





Cruse, of Ft. Campbell,
and Fourth District
President, Mrs. B. Mayes.
of Elizabethtown.
Special recognition was
given to Mrs. Anita Luton,
of Paducah Unit 31, for




Mrs. Cox spoke to the
group on "Membership",
pointing out that Ken-
tucky is 500 members
ahead of this time last
year.
Beautify The Bathroom
For years the bathroom
was a neglected room when
homes were planned or re-
modeled Now, even profes-
sional decorators agree that
the bathroom presents a chal-
lenge for interesting use of
space, color and design.
Whether your bathroom is
simply showing signs of wear
or needs an overhaul to trans-
form it from boring to beau-
tiful, there are dozens of easy,
effective ways to make im-
provements - even on a
limited budget.
Start with basic, inexpen-
sive decorating ideas, advises
the Scott Paper Company
Home Service Center. A coat
of paint can brighten a small,
dark bathroom and may also
make its limited dimensions
seem larger. You might paint
one wall (the far one as you
enter) your favorite color,
and paint the other three a
pale tint of the same - this
trick will create the illusion
of a larger room. Or cover
walls with an attractive wall
covering - and don't forget
the ceiling!
Create a total room decor.
atotlook with no-iron printed
s. Select your favorite
design - and "paper" the
walls with the sheets, using a
heavy duty or electric staple
gun. Make matching curtains
out of the same design, or
choose a different color-coor-
dinated pattern. Sheets are
great as shower curtains, too
- make buttonholes for the
shower hooks and back the
sheet ssiith a plain plastic liner
Bath towels can be made
into decorative and practical
bathroom accessories. Stitch
a lush and unusual shower
curtain using bath towels, and
camouflage the seams with
sink is easily made using more
towels - glue a strip of
Velcro around the basin and
sew matching strips to the
towels-to attach them.
Storage space is at a pre-
mium. in most bathrooms,
and shelves are one way to
solve the problem. Hang stra-
tegically placed painted or
decorated shelves for often
used toiletries, cosmetics and
a box of Scotties facial tis-
sues - choose the decorator
box that complements your
sprueed up decor. Don't
overlook the decorative po-
tential of shelves. Rejuvenate
wrought iron units with spray
paint.
You can be hooked on
convenience, too. Hooks on
bathroom or closet doors will
come in handy for laundry
bags, clothing, brooms, mops
and other utility items.
NORTHWOOD BEAUTY SHOP IS NOW UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP. NEW OWNERS ARE LINDA THOMPSON AND
FRAN BIRDSONG
k
Fran •rdsong linda Thompson
For o fresh new look have your hair professionally styled. olorerf or curled to
you
NORTHWOOD BEAUTY SAWN
Hours Tuesday through Sulu/day 8 5
Monday By Appointment Call 759 (747
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Continuing the saga of the band of•
: travelers who first -explored western
• Kentucky, we read;
• Returning, however, to the little
• group at Fort Patrick Henry, we cart
visualize the scene — the men busy with
- a hundred details ranging from the
preparation of the heavy, flatboats
• which were to transport them to the
laying in of the supplies of powder and
.food for the journey; the women
temporarily giving over the care of
-their children to the relatives who were
to stay behind, and bending every effort
toward the selection and packing of the
most necessary clothes and household
objects.
Nor is it hard to imagine the homely
pathos of scenes where the wife, having
chosen those things which She deems
absolutely essential for the new home in
the wilderness, hears her harassed
husband, who is thinking only of
keeping thttboats as light as possible
for passage over the dreaded shoals,
• declare that at least three fourths of her
• "essentials" must be left behind.
Perhaps only a woman can realize the
anguish of the housewife who learns
that her prized cherry blanket chest
;and the old pine cradle cannot be taken;
or of the bride who sees the fine white
'linen that she has woven and bleached
.for her marriage, casually thrown out
;to make room for the supplies of lead
:and powder on which life itself depends.
At last all was ready. Mothers cling to
:daughters whom -they could hardly
,expect to see again, while rough back-
'woods fathers hastily grasped the
hands of stalwart sons, and turned
away lest weakness betray them.
And so, on December 22, 1779, the
party embarked, the occasion marked
by the beginning of the journal now so
carefully treasured in the Tennessee
:Historical Society. entitled •A Journey
of the Voyage Intended by God's
Permission in the Good Beat Adventure
from Fort Patrick Henry of Holston
River to the French Salt Springs on
Cumberland River. Kept by John
Donelson.'
Unfortunately, the party, after
leaving Fort Patrick Henry, found itself
Unable to go on due to ice and low
Water, and was forced to lay to and
await more propitious weather con-
ditions. Finally, two months later, on
Peb. 27, 1780, they got off once more on
the long and dangerous journey. At the
mouth of the Cinch River, they were
Wined by other boat loads of emigrants
se that the entire flotilla under
ponelson's command consisted of
about 30 craft — scows. pirogues. and a
few canoes.
: Among the group were the wife and
Children of Colonel Robertson, who.
with a small party of men and a, few
women and children, had himself left
Ote Holston early in the fall to make the
qverland trip..Qtlie....armberland set-
Cement and there prepare for the
Coming of the larger party. This
overland expedition had an uneventful
trip 'and arrived safely at the bluffs
near the end of December. They found
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When we look at the map and com-
pare the overland route from the
Holston to the site of Nashville, with the
900 mile journey by water attempted by
the main party, it is difficuk to un-
derstand by the latter way was chosen
for the women and children. It is true
that the mountains lay along the direct
overland trail, but as the party later
found to its cost, greater perils lay
along the water route. Of course, the
original plan had been for the boats to
go only to Muscle Shoals, where the
party would be met by Robertson and
conducted by land to the bluffs, but
even so, the greatest Indian dangers lay
along the stretch of Tennessee river
above the Muscle Shoals. •
A person who was later to play an
important role in history, even though
she did not live to become mistress of
the White House, was another who
endured the terrors and hardships of
the Adventure's voyage. This was
Rachel Donelson, the young daughter of
the expedition's leader, who later was
to marry Andrew Jackson.
Returning to the adventures of the
Donelson party, we find that the first
part of the trip was marked by several
mishaps. A boat, driven on the point of
an island, sank, and only with difficulty
was its crew rescued, the boat raised,
and its cargo salvaged. About this time,
too, a negro man had his feet and legs
so badly frostbitten that he died.
On March 7, the wind made the river
so rough that the smaller boats could
not go on, and the entire flotilla lay to
just above the first of the villages of the
Chickamauga Indians. That night, Mrs.
Peyton. Whose husband had gone
overland with Robertson, gave birth to
a child.
Setting out again the next morning,
the party soon came .in sight of the
Indian town, where the savages made
friendly signs and attempted to get
them to come ashore. The flotilla put in
on the opposite bank, however, and a
few Indians paddled over and received
presents from the whites.
At this, other Indians wearing the
horrible red and black war paint af-
fected by the southern savages, began
swarming into canoes to come across,
and a friendly half-breed among the
first group of Indians warned Donelson
that he had better get the boats off at
















"Yeah-this must be the place"
The Lawsuit Explosion:
How It Is Seen By Others
A child sues his parents for $350,000
charging them with "parental
malpractice." A prisoner sues his
jailers for $1 million because, he says,
they were negligent in allowing him to
escape. A university student sues his
instructors for denying him an "A"
grade in a German course.
How does the liability explosion — as
reflected in these cases — look to people
outside of the insurance industry?
How do impartial observers see the
phenomena of:
— runaway lawsuits?
— liability without fault and almost
without limit?
— legal costs and liability insurance
premiums going through the roof?
To show that it is not only insurance
people that react to this scene with
consternation, The Journal of
Insurance, in its September-October
issue, has gathered together a variety
of reports and analyses from the
nation's press which comment on the
boom in liability lawsuits.
"Nearly all agree in viewing the
situation as a crisis — a financial crisis
which threatens the solvency of in-
surance companies as well as in-
dividuals and businesses large and
small; a legal crisis in which justice is
badly served as juries hand out awards
capriciously with little relationship to
losses and as litigation costs eat up half
or more of payment dollars; a moral
crisis involving relationships among
individuals and among institutions,"
says an editorial in the magazine, a
publication of the Insurance Infor-
mation Institute.
For example, the New York Daily
News comments:
-lawsuit fever — the disease that
keeps lawyers in the dough and the rest
of us broke — has reached epidemic
proportions in America. It has seriously
overloaded our legal system. It is a
major, hidden engine of inflation which
adds billions to the bills wean must pay
- for auto insurance, medical care and
practically everything else."
The San Francisco Examiner points
out:
The most -O-Vribus results of the
trend toward drop-of-the-hat litigation
are economic. Juries hand down large
judgments, seemingly regardless of
blame. Insurance companies pay the
judgments, then raise their premiums
to the insured. Finally, the insureds
pass along the higher premiums to tbe
rest of us in the prices of their products.
"Who said that" the newspaper
asks. An insurance company? Some
consumer crusader? No. It was William
B. Spann, Jr., president of the
American Bar Association."
10 Years Ago
Pvt. Danny Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Paschall, recently
graduated with honors from nine weeks
of A.I.T. training in rockets and
missiles at Fort Sill, Okla.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elmus
F. (Neva) Jones, age 81, and Leonard
Hayden Teas.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancarnp and Dr.
William J. Ryan of Murray State
University are serving on Gov. Louie B.
Nunn's Efficiency Task Force.
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, will speak at the
general meeting of the Murray
Woman's club on Sept. 30, according to
Mrs. Don Keller, president.
Births reported include a boy,
Christopher Dale, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Dodd on Sept. 17.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds and the University of
Tennessee at Martin Vols played to a 7
to 7 tie in football.
20 Years Ago
Dr. F. E. Crawford, practicing
dentist here for the past 41 years, was
honored at a dinner last night by the
Murray Dental Society.
Deaths reported include Virginia
Swann, age 10, Emmett Henry, age 67,
and Dewitt Dunn, age 53
Ground was broken this week for the
construction of a modern nursing home
at Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Rebecca
Carter, LPN, will be supervisor of
nursing services and Mrs. Helen
Roberts will be business manager.
Births reported include a girl,
Debbie, to Mr. and Mrs, Joe Pat Lee on
Sept. 21.
Mr' :and - Mrs. Minns P. Jones of-
Murray Route Two will observe their
50th vsfedding,,anniversary on Sept. 29.
Glenda Culver, Robbie Paschall,
Norma Edwards, Diane Colson, Shirley
Kilgore, Jane Hubbs, Gail Houston, and
Rogina Blackwood are new officers of
Tau Phi Lainbda. Delta Mu Chapter, of
Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle.
30 Years Ago
Murray High School with an
enrollment of 733 students today
completed organization of the upper
five classes, according to Supt. W. Z.
Carter.
A special feature story on the com-
pletion of the Paducah, Tennessee, and
Alabama Railroad here on March 6,
1891, written, by Boykl Wear, is
published today.
The Rev. George Bell will be the
speaker at the revival meeting at the
New Hope Methodist Church starting
Sept. 26.
Elected as cheerleaders at the
Murray Training School were Sue
Workman, Ilene Taylor, Loretta
Eldridge, Mary Eva Johnson, and
Delores Heater.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Gov. Jimmie Davis in "Louisiana" With
Margaret Lindsay.
40 Years Ago
The greatest increase in enrollment
in the history of Murray State College
was a feature of the opening of the 16th
year of the institution. The total
enrollment including 412 already
enrolled at Murray Training School is
__Mated as 1,348.
Pictured this week is the Varsity,
$50,000 theatre to be erected by the
Columbia Amusement Company on
Main Street, Murray.
Deaths reported this week include
Felix Barber McElrath, age 66, Norma
Healy, age seven, William Vince
Walker, age 74, W. T. Jackson, age 81,
Mrs. S. L. Christian, age 74, and Mrs.
Sarah Stella Eldridge.
Elmus Beale announced this week he
will rebuild the new Murray Hotel,
constructed originally by his father, the
late W. J. Beale, iii19112.
Bobbre0 Ago: anditvetithts "'Tare
Farmer of America members at Lynn
Grove High School placed sixth in
Kentucky among the dairy judging
teams at the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville. Members were Earl
Scherffius, Preston Cotham, Alvis
Edward Jones, Ralph Crouch, and
Howard Rogers.
Open house will he held at the new
office of the Southern Bell Telephdrie
Telegraph Company on Sept. 28 and 72,
according to 011ie Brown, manager.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat the Yellowjackets of
Superior, Wisconsin, in a football game
at Superior. The score was 26 to 0.
Ten pounds of sugar are advertised at
50 cents in the ad for Elliott & Blalock
this week.
50 Years Ago
Senator Alben W. Barkley, state
chairman of the Democratic party, will
speak on fourth Monday at the
Calloway County Court House.
The Murray City School began the
1928 fall term with 203 in high school
grades, 76 in seventh and eighth grades,
and 225 in first to sixth grades, ac-
cording to Supt. W. J. Caplinger.
Fire destroyed the barn of Will Ward
with 1400 sticks of tobacco and a large
amount of farm machinery, and also
the barn of Jim Burkeen with 1,600
sticks of tobacco, both on Sept. 19.
The Southern Bell Telephone Corn-
.pany of Murray, under the
management of B: W. Overby, is
continually trying to improve its ser-
vice.
The Calloway County Singing Con-
vention will be held Sept. 28 and 29 at
the Mt. Hebron Methodist Church,
according to C. C. Alexander,
president, and C. W. Adams, secretary.
Dr. 0. C. Wells will attend an
educational lecture by Dr. Peckham,
Optometrist, at Cairo, flI., on Sept. 24
Marriages announced this week
include Marelle Farless to Corbin C.
Farless and LaNelle Cunningham to
Carl Usrey.
Anna Elizabeth Randolph has left for
Livermore where she is a member of
the school faculty.
Bible Thought
We declare unto you glad tidings how
that the promise which was made unto
the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same
unto us. — Acts 13:31, 22.
Though sometimes seemingly
delayed, all of God's promises are
certain to be fulfilled.
Noting that President Carter charged
recently that America is
"overlawyered", Washington Post
columnist William Raspberry writes:
"Our hair-trigger willingness to sue,
frequently as a first tesort, as a sub-
stitute for resolving our problems,
threatens both to trivialize the
American legal process and to Un-
dermine our normal, civilized way of
dealing with each other:"
According to The Journal, several of
the commentators call for reform of the
tort liability system, especially in the
field of product liability.
Other writers, the magazine notes,
call for arbitration or no-fault in-
surance for routine injury claims now
jamming court calendars and running
up legal costs unnecessarily.
Many of the articles condemn the
frivolous and ridiculous lawsuits which
make law a mockery, but which are
serious in their effects of wasting court
time and defense dollars, the magazine
says. For example:
— A Long Island woman recently
filed suit against the author and.
publisher of a paperback novel asking
$6.5 million in damages for allegedly
depicting her as a 400-year old blood-
thirsty vampire. (New York State
Supreme Court, Manhattan, Case No.
04991.)
— Aformer student at the University
of Michigan recently filed suit against
the school and five faculty members,
asking $550,000 for mental anguish
suffered because he received a "B"
grade instead of an "A" in an advanced
German course. (Circuit Court, County
of Washtenaw, Michigan Case No. 78-
l4822-CZ.)
— A man who is serving extra time
because he broke out of the Armstrong
County (Pa.) jail recently sued the
sheriff and other officials for $1 million
in damages because, he said, they were
negligent in letting him escape.
(Federal District Court, Pittsburgh,
Case No. 76-1300.)
The Journal points out that "Even
where the suits are thrown out of court,
where judgments are reversed on
appeal or where awards are later
reduced,the litigation adds to the
burden of costs."
In reviewing the collection of articles,
Tbe Journal notes, "The message
comes through that somehow the trend
must be turned around."
According to the magazine, "There
must be a change of heart by the courts,
a recognition that damages are paid by
ordinary citizens in insurance
premiums and in the prices of things
they pay for, not just by an impersonal
entity with supposedly unlimited funds
known as an insurance company.
'Mere must be legislation to correct
the irrationalities in the law and the
excesses of strict liability ( liability
without fault; doctrine.
"Finally, there must be a turn by all
of us to better ways of settling things
than the wasteful, too costly, ultimately
unfair, socially divisive system of
Nue...sue...sue,— The Journal says.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed .
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
_nprr4r Will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possibl
and should be on topics of gene I
interest.
Editors reserve the right toh
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &






WASHINGTON (AP) — The public's
rating of American public schools
dropped again this year, but most
parents whose children actually attend
these schools give them good grades, a
new education survey discloses.
The annual Gallup Poll on education
found that 36 percent of those surveyed
gave public schools an A or it rating,
while 19 percent gave D or F (for
failing) grades.
In last year's poll, 37 percent gave the
schools top marks and 16 percent
awarded the lowest rating. In 1974, 48
percent gave A or B grades and only 11
percent rated them D or F.
The poll, financed by the Charles F.
Kettering Foundation and published in
Phi Delta Kappa magazine as the
school year opened, followed a
government forecast that America's
colleges and public schools will cost an
additional $11 billion to operate this
year, despite a 1 percent drop in
enrollment.
The National Center for Education
Statistics said on Thursday that 59.8
million students, down from 60.2
million, will attend classes from kin-
dergarten to graduate school at a cost
of $155 billion, up 7.6 percent over last
year.
Counting 3.3 million teachers and
300,000 administrators and staff, the
center said 63.4 million Americans will
be involved directly in education this
fall, or three out of every ten.
In the Gallup survey, 51 percent of
public school parents gave A or B
ratings and only 15 percent gave D's or
F's.
The parents of ct4lciren: in parochial
and privaiLschooLs took a more critical
view of piThlic schools. Only 23 percent
gave them A's or B's and 32 percent
gave D's or F's.
The harshest critics of public schools
were blacks living in the North. Of
these, 43 percent rated the schools D or
F and only 27 percent gave an A or b.
By contrast, 35' percent of Southern
blacks gave top ratings and only 14
percent gave the worst.
In a similar vein, two-thirds of
Northern blacks indicated they believe
that minority children do not have the
same educational opportunities as
white children. Only 21 percent
believed they did. About 85 percent of
all whites and 54 percent of Southern
blacks said the opportunities were
equal.
People in the West were least
satisfied with public schools, as 22
percent gave A's and B's and 27 percent
D's or F's. Elsewhere, 40 percent gave
top grades while 16 percent in the
Middle West and South and 21 percent
in the East gave D or F.
Lack of discipline continued to top the
public's list of concerns about public
schools in the 10-year-old Gallup sur-
vey.
Discipline was cited by one in every
four of the more than 1,500 adults polled
in late April. Next on the problem list
were use of drugs, lack of financial
support, desegregation and busing,
poor curriculum and standards, and the
difficulty of getting good teachers.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 23, the 266th
day of 1978. There are 99 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1806, the Lewis and
Clark expedition to explore west of the
Mississippi RI-Ver was completed as
members of the expedition returned to
St. Louis.
On this date:
In 63 B.C., the first Roman emperor,
Augustus Caesar, was born.
In 1780, during the American
Revolution, the British spy, Maj. John
Andre, was captured, along with papers
revealing Benedict Arnold's plot to
surrender West Point.
In 1845, the first U.S. baseball club,
-"the New York Knickerbocker Club, was
organized.
In 1926, Gene Tunney won the world's
heavyweight boxing championship
from Jack Dempsey in a match tn
Philadelpida.
In 1951, United Nations forces in
Korea captured the strategic area
known as "Heartbreak Ridge" from the
Communists.
In 1952, vice presidential candidate
Richard Nixon went on nationwide
radio and television to refute charges of
wrongdoing in his campaign financing.
Ten years ago: There were heavy
clashes between police and rioting
students in Mrxio City.
One _ year ago: Itie Carter
ii-ctniinistration proposed that the
supersonic Concorde be allowed to land
at 13 American cities, including New
York.
Today's birthdays: Retired Supreme
Court Justice Tom Clark is 79 years old.
Singer and composer Ray Charles is 46.
Actor Mickey Rooney is U.
Thought for today: It is not right to
























































































































Our Circulation In 1977 Was 7,694
Our Circulation Is Now
0I
25,000 Daily Readers (3.2 per household) And Growing More Everyday
Retail Sales are projected for $133,937,000 this year.
Advertising in this daily newspaper will help you claim your share.
-
Your advertising message in this newspaper will go into-about 80% of the homes in Calloway County.
There are 10,553 mail patrons in Calloway County and this newspaper goes to 80% of those patrons
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Murray Business News Weft
GRAND OPENING — The South Murray Branch of Hopkinsville Federal Savings &
Loan held their grand opening Thursday and Friday. The new branch is located across
from the Bel-Air Shopping Center. Shown cutting the ribbon Thursday morning are,
left to right, Cliff Cochran, board member James Johnson, executive vice-president of
the Chamber of Commerce: Robert 0. Miller, Calloway Country judge-executive; Bob-
• by Grogan, vice-president; Bruce Thomas, vice-president Bob Perry, advisor Ronald
W. Churchill. advisor and Marshall Jones, advisor.
ANNIVERSARY OF BUSINESS — Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wiggins, front, and Jo Miller, an
employee of Wiggins Furniture for 10 years, and John Paul Nesbitt, an employee for
seven years. are celebrating Wiggins Furniture's 2.5th anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. Wiggins
started their furniture business 23 years ago in St. Louis. They moved to Murray in 1958
and built a 32-by-80 foot building. They have now grown to a 102-by-247 foot building.
Adjoining Wiggins Furniture is J. P. Nesbitt's, which has many types of accessories and
wicker furniture.
RIBBON CUTTING — Cain's AMC-Jeep Inc., held the grand opening of their new
location on 641 North yesterday. The opening began with a ribbon cutting ceremony
with Mayor Pro-Tern C. C. Lowry cutting the ribbon. Pictured from left to right are:
lames Johnson, Joe Dick, Howard Steely, Barry Cain, Daryl Cain, Lavern Cain, Edwin
Cain Cedric Paschall, Dr. C. C. Lowry, Drucilla fames with American Motors Central
Office in Michigan, Alus Thweatt from Texas, Jack Cain, James Thurmond, Bob Chan-
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company of the Radio Shack
electronics store chain, has
announced their 16th con-
secutive year of increased
earnings per share and their
first fiscal year of billion
dollar sales. Earlier, the
company had reported
reaching the billion dollar







Buses, Inc. announces the
addition of Ravens light-
weight aluminum dump and
flatbed trailers.
As part of a nationwide
distributor organization,
Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
offers complete sales and





By using aluminum alloy,
improved design and
welding technique, Ravens
produces a highly durable
trailer capable of hauling up
to 3,000 extra pounds of
payload.
Ravens trailers are sold
through approximately 50
distributors nationwide.
Located at Route 4.
Murray, the new Ravens









When a company starts a pensictii
plan for its employees, the com-
pany incurs responsibility for • 'un-
funded liabilities."
From time to time some people
have expressed concern that com-
pany private pensions are so large
that the pension benefits of millions
of workers in their future retirement
years will be jeopardized because
the businesses won't be able to af-
ford the payments.
While concern,for the strength of
the private pension system in the
U.S. is a valid subject for public
scrutiny, the Amencan Council of
Life Insurance feels that the sig-
nificance of unfunded liabilities has
been overstated in NORM reposts
The 1974 Employee Retirement
Income Security Act.( ERIS spe-
cifies that pension plans can use six
acceptable actuarial cost methods
for handling unfunded liabilities.
Essentially, an unfunded ltabilit is
a measure of funds that would have
been accumulated under the plan's
cost method had the plan been fund-
ing benefits from the first day of
service for which any current
employee will receive benefits
A new company, for example,
generally doesn't stan a pension
plan immediately when it opens for
business. It does so only after it has
gone through some years of season-
ing and its future looks secure.
When a company starts a plan. it k
often credits employees for their •
service before the date of the plan's
adoption, and the benefits for such '
service are often funded over an
extended period of time — perhaps
30 to 40 years. It is this process that
gives rise to what is called un-
funded liabilities — which are not
,‘Ttlibilities in the normal sense of the
word
The soundness of pnvate pen-
sion plans is based on the future
earnings of the companies estab-
lishing the plans and is further
guaranteed by ERIS A which sets
funding standards and insures
against loss in the event that a pen-
sion plan is terminated
--- —
"That's right! I got my new
car financed from the swap
place I got my Shield..."
calendar year.
Net income per share for the
year ended June 30, 1978 rose
32 per cent to $2.75 from $2.09
for fiscal 1977, based on 27 per
cent fewer shares outstanding
during fiscal 1978. (Per share
amounts are restated to take
into account a two-for-one
stock split in June 1978. )
Average common shares
outstanding were 24,034,000
this year, compared to
33,084,000 a year ago.
Sales for the twelve months
ended June 30, 1978 were
$1,059,324,000, an increase of
12 per cent over sales of
$949,267,000 for the year ended
June 30, 1977.
•'Reaching the billion dollar
mark is a very proud and
notable achievement in Radio
Shack's history," according to
Lewis Kornfeld, president of
the division, "especially when
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about $12-million just 15 years
ago.
"For our next fiscal year
ending June 30, 1979, we are
shooting for a healthy gain
which, based on our first two
months, appears attainable.
Our TRS-80 personal
microcomputer is certainly an
important factor, but we are
also experiencing a rebound in
CB, a category that is by no
means as washed-up as post-
boom conditions would lead
one to believe.
"Other encouraging sales
prospects include the recently
announced 50 Radio Shack
Computer Centers, the 200
Radio Shack stores to be test-
marketed with an enhanced
telephone and accessory line,
and continuing strong im-
provement in overseas store
sales in each of the seven







• Flo-Thru Drying. No
hot spots Plus, no-heat
Energy Saver feature
EMPLOYEE WINS TRIP — Jean Cunningham, assistant
manager of Behr's, recently won a trip to Louisville for
signing up the most new charge account customers
within a two-month period out of the 14 stores in the
chain. Ms. Cunningham stayed at the Marriott Inn as the
guest of Behr's, went to a play at the Derby Inn
Playhouse, and visited the Behr's offices. She has been





Khan of 13th century
China issued paper
money marked with his
royal seal. The penalty
'for counterfeiting or for
refusing to accept it at
face value was death.
Beset by financial problems? Don't, despair! Come




$20 ON DISHWASHER INSTALLATION
OR $20 INSTALLATION KIT FREE.
Great for
do-it-yourselfers.
Free Gift Wrap Assortment
With purchase of any KitchenAid
































































































































Gov. Julian M. Carroll was
joined by five former Ken-
tucky Governors in praising
the role the commonwealth's
hunters and fishermen have
played in wildlife con-
servation at the signing of a
proclamation declaring
Kentucky's official ob-
servance of Sept. 23 as
National Hunting and Fishing
Day. The Governors dropped
in on a taping of the "Ken-
tucky Afield" television
program during "Governor's
Day" at the State Fair Aug.
23.
Watching Gov. Carroll sign
the Hunting and Fishing Day
Proclamation were former
Governors Edward T. (Ned)
Breathitt, Lawrence
Wetherby, Bert T. Combs,
Earl Clements and Louie B.
Nunn. Also on hand were Carl
E. Kays, commissioner of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, and Joe
Coomes, president of the
League of Kentucky 'Sport-
smen.
"Kentucky has been for-
tunate," says "Kentucky
Afield" Host Hope D.
Carleton, "in having gover-
nors who were-and still are-
sportsmen themselves and
who have realized the vital
role hunters and fishermen
play in wildlife conservation.
Had there been National
Hunting and Fishing Days
over the past 30 years, I'm
sure all our governors would
have given their wholehearted
support."
Since its inception in 1972,
NHF Day has reached bet-
ween 12 and 16 million people
annually. Many sportsmen's




firearm handling clinics and
other outdoor oriented ac-
tivities.
But the primary purpose of
NILF Day is to let the general
public know just how con-
siderable the sportsman's
contributions have been over
the past 80 years.
Hunters and fishermen have
not only been traditional
leaders in conservation
movements, but they have




hunting and fishing license
fees, excise taxes on sporting
equipment, sales of federal
waterfowl and support of
organizations such as Ducks
Unlimited, sportsmen have
provided over $5 billion




As President Carter said in
his National Hunting and
Fishing Day statement, "It is
largely because.. of these ef-
forts that the conservation
movement in . America is
succeeding and hunting and
fishing remain worthwhile
and acceptable activities in
our modern society. Properly
regulated by state and federal
agencies, hunting and fishing
are an integral part of the
system of modern wildlife
management that has proven
so successful in America."
To find out more about what
the modern sportsman has
done and is continuing to do to
help wildlife, visit a National
Hunting and Fishing Day
program in your local area
Sept. 23. You'll meet some
nice folks and you'll also
probably learn a thing or two
about conservation.
In addition to activities
planned at many sportsman's
clubs throughout the state, the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources will hold
open houses at the Game
Farm, Frankfort, the Clark
Fish Hatchery near Morehead
and at all its wildlife
management areas which
have resident managers.
Just when I think I have
figured the fish out they shut
their mouth's and a page of
theories gets wadded and
placed in the round file. Two
weeks ago the sauger were
begging for someone to throw
them a lure and the Bass were
barely breathing, now last
weekend the Bass fed prac-
tically all day and the sauger
were almost non-existant.
The lake was very close to
the same level on both oc-
casions so it had to be the
slight change in the current or
the wind direction or maybe
the cloud cover, or it could be
water clarity and tem-
perature, see what I mean? It
is down right exasperating for
something that swims to be
affected by so many different
things.
How could it make any
sense for a fish to start or stop
feeding because the wind
changed direction? We can
understand that since fish do
not have eyelids, they cannot
sand bright light while in
clear water. Now I caught
several Bass this past
weekend in water so shallow
and clear that I could stand on
the front deck of my boat and




Surely a challenge for even
the best of pro's. Makes it
kinds fun even though you
don't always catch a keeper. I
noticed the last two trips out
that many more smaller Bass
were on the prowl for food or
just investigating everything
that moved.
These smaller fish have
been scarce for about a month
now and I was really glad to
see them. Maybe they can
help thin the gizzard shad
population.
If the Largemouth Bass fed
like a Ky. Bass we could really
tell a difference in these shad
and we would have some
record busting Bass to chase.
If you have caught either or
both of these Bass lately you
know what I am talking about.
The Ky. will almost be as wide
as it is long while the
Largemouth will just be
comfortably plump. This
aggressive quality is most
desireable and maybe the
answer to future
crossbreeding Bass in Ken-
tucky.
Please take time to do some
fall fishing. You might catch
that big one that broke Dub
Pally's line!
Happy Fishing!
Ducks Unlimited Tn Meet
By CHARLIE McKENNEY
The Murray Calloway
County Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited me qt Monday night
at the Triangle Inn. Officers
for the upcoming year were
announced. Gil Mathis will
serve as Chapter President,
David King as Treasurer and
Charlie McKenney as
Secretary.
Plans are under way for this
years Ducks Unlimited
Banquet. The chapter must
have the support of the local
membership as well as the
local merchants for the Ducks
Unlimited banquet to be a
success.
The date for this years
Banquet has been set for
November 16th, so mark the
date now on your calendar.
The Banquet will be held at
the Jaycee Center at the
fairgrounds. Someone at-
tending the banquet this year
will win a Remington 1100 3"
Magnum V.R. as a door prize.
More information on prizes
and auction items will be
available soon.
The next meeting of the
local Chapter will be held on
October 17th., at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray at 7:00 p.m.
,The Banquet tickets will be
available at this meeting. I
urge all those that sold tickets
last year to attend and help
again this year. New duck
hunters have surely moved
into the Murray area—since
last year so I hope anyone
interested in helping preserve
wet lands for ducks will attend
and take an active part in
making this years Ducks
Unlimited Banquet a success.
A film from the National
Ducks Unlimited head-
quarters will be shown. Please





24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
753-7404
-We Apprerote Your BOsiness-Lontmannonnsummon tttttt to 000000 tononsonotamomearsuamemeemonoasomoi
IttlatM
FINS AND FEATHERS
Catch It Every Saturday
Plan your next hunting or
fishing trip by using the pages
of the Ledger & Times.
Every Saturday learn the
latest on anything from
where to catch that big bass,
to the newest regulations on
bowhunting. FINS AND
FEATHERS appears every
Saturday and has all the
latest information that you,
the outdoor sportsman, are
looking for.
Get hooked on the Murray
Ledger & Times. . . dial 753-
1916 for home delivery or
pickup a copy Oily.
Mirrray
Ledger & Times T.P. Delaney Jr.,
Circulation Mgr.
Four Wheel &he Sales Up
FOUR WHEELING
By Ramp Brooks Jr
Amazing! A lot of folks
apparently have not forgotten
last winter in the least -
specifically the part of it
pertaining to umpteen inches
of white stuff for two months
or more. And as we mentioned
in a column way back then, a
lot of folks vowed and
declared they would not enter
another winter without a four
wheel drive stabled in the
family parking lot. What is
amazing is that most of them
evidently meant it. Sales of
four wheel drives are running
at an alltime high recenUY,
and still growing.
The question that keeps
getting asked in our presence
most frequently by those
intending to become f our-
wheelers and not yet well
versed on the subject, is this. --
Man, I aim to get me a four
wheel drive. What do I want?
Being at least as dumb as
the next fellow, and often
more so, we won't attempt to
specifically answer that. But
there are a few general
guidelines that might help
folks get a handle of the
matter of buying a four wheel
drive.
Frankly, we don't play
name brand favorites. We
have driven them all, We like
them all. And if we were able
to build the founvheel drive of
our dreams, part of it would
come from Ford, Chevrolet,
Dodge, Jeep, International,
Toyota, and others. Each has
its good points. Each also has
a thing or two we don't like too
well.
The first part of this critter
we propose to skin today, is
this. Do I want a truck or do I
want something that seats
four or more in a station
wagon type rig?
Well over half of all the
fourwheel drives manufac-
tured are pickup trucks. The
remainder are fully enclosed
vehicles ( some with
removable tops or canvas
tops) built for the most part on
a truck type chassis.
How many people will
normally ride in the vehicle?
That's a question you better
answer honestly. If its more
than three, skip the pickup
unless you married a small
woman fifteen years ago, and
fed her and the kids nothing
more than bread and water
since. Four can ride in the seat
of a pickup to be sure, but
unless they like each other an
awful lot they are apt to like
each other a little less. Some
people have a need for; and
can actually use the ver-
satility afforded by the pickup
truck. Never sell it short.
On the other hand, the
station wagon types can seat
from four to ten people
-depending on the model, and
they have an enormous
amount of load carrying space
in the rear in many instances.
Weather tight, lockable, and
accessible while en route.
That's the first decision.
Let's assume you said truck.
When you start shopping you
will find four wheel drives in
three different basic sizes.
The half ton, usually
designated by the numbers 10,
or 100, or 150. Then comes the
heavier duty three quarter ton
20, or 200, or 250. And lately
the 30 series or 350 has made
the markgt - one ton four
wheel driv&,,,
Most folks make the
mistake of buying too much
truck in four wheel drives. The
30 series is fine if you happen
to cherish the notion of hauling
around a herd of anvils or
maybe a small bulldozer in the
back. Otherwise you are doing
to experience an orthopedic
exercise that will transform
your spinal column into bone
fragments over a period of a
year or so.
The 20 series makes sense
for some farmers, par-
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We Sell















Qualified Bear Archery Service






ticularly those who carry a ton
or more of fuel, parts, and
tools around with them most
of the time, or pull a heavy
duty goose neck trailer.
For most folks the 10 series
is plenty big to do the job.
Especially if sacks of
groceries are more often the
load than forty-seven sacks of
ammonia nitrate.
The half ton four wheel
drive is much more a man
than the ordinary half ton
pickup. And for ninety percent
of the folks, it is by far the best
buy. It rides reasonably well,
and it will still haul more than
a dozen strained Pinto's.
I did meet one fellow who
bought a 30 series for
somethitfg like ten grand and
then shelled out two hundred
for a ton and a half of bagged
sand to make it ride well
enough that he could wear his
dentures to work.
For those of you who will go
the route just to stay off the
unleaded gas bit, remember to
counter figure the cost of a
back operation in a year or so.
Maybe you didn't say truck.
Your options start with the
little booger that started it all.
The baby jeep. CJ5. Four
passengers barely. The two in
the back don't need to be me
and mama. It's light,
economical, and relatively
cheap. It's also little.
The Toyota and CJ7 are
slightly bigger than a little
more room. Both are rugged
back country performers with
fair highway manners. The
next step up is where the
competition is the thickest.
Blazer, Bronco, Cherokee,
Ramcharger, Scout. Any of
these can be ordered out just
about any way you want to
make it. Basically they are
four or five passenger rigs
with lots of room, and plenty
of beef underneath to carry
anything you want to pile in.
Still not your cup of tea?
There is a stretched version of
the Scout called the Traveler.
A good trailer puller and a
roomy vehicle besides. Then
there is the Suburban. Sort Ot
like the Queen Mary. It can
seat nine or ten folks #
necessary and carry enottgji
gear for at least one division 
troops.
Maybe you want what
regarded to be the ultimate.
It's not the biggest. But you
can order genuine leather
seats and other items like AM-
FM-Tape-CB in the dash, etc.
They call it the Wagoneer. It
may look like a pink pussycat
up close, but out in the
boondocks it's meat and
muscle in a soon to be forty
year tradition.
Lots of folks keep saying
four wheel drive really isn't
'necessary. And we white
heartedly agree one hundred
percent. We didn't really need
a color Televisioh either, but
we must confess that we like
it.




reunion is scheduled for
Saturday and Sunday, Sep-
tember 30 through October 1,
1978, at Can Energy in the
northern prtion of Land
Between th Lakes. Everyone
is inivted t participate in the
events tht include singing,
entertai ent by family and
friends, nd square dancing.
A reg ration fee of $6 per
family çk $3 per individual will
be co ected to cover ex-
penses1. Lodging is available in
the surrounding area in ad-
dition to the numerous op-
portunities for camping in
LBL.
For additional information
contact Bonnie Smith, Star
Route Box 339, Cleveland,




Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and-
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires S. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
j
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
'Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipmept
Hunting & fishing licenses
641 Super Shell




Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
 •
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'REATH, K. — A loss to
Murray High would certainly
have dimmed the Heath
Pirates' chances of capturing
the Division 2-A cham-
pionship, so Heath Coach Jack
Haskins decided not to let that
happen.
• • We knew Murray was
tough before they came in
here," Haskins said following
his team's 20-6 victory Friday
night, "so I tried to get the
team prepared."
The Associated Press' No. &-
ranked AA team was prepared
en4ugh to race to a fourth
straight victory and bring its
clash with Mayfield, also
unbeaten, nearer.
-It looks like ight-now that
that will decide it," Haskins
said. "But we won't overlook
anyone." His team faces Todd
County, Lone Oak and Crit-
tinden before that all-
important meeting with the
Cardinals Oct. 20.
Haskins was anything but
happy with the Pirates after
they led only 7-0 at the half.
Following a scoreless first
quarter, Heath quarterback
Terry Amis gave the Pirates
the lead on a two-yard dive
with 6:41 left in the second
period.
That touchdown was set up
by running back Greg
Hawkins' 48-yard gain off a
draw play that fooled nearly
every Tiger. Only Bo Reed's
tackle at the Murray six
prevented the score outright.
"Murray was definitely
more keyed than us during the
first half," Haskins said. "We
tried to do too many fancy
things on offense, and their
linebackers just ate our
runners alive."
The Tigers' Nick Swift got
things off on the right, er, foot
by booming a 44-yard punt
from his 46 after Heath held in
Murray's first series.
Neither team threatened in
the first half until the
Hawkins-Amis combination.
So, at the intermission,
Haskins decided to abandon
the fancy stuff and get back to
basics — straight-ahead
running.
It worked well enough, as
the Pirates outgained the
Tigers 310-91 on the ground for
the game and scored two
second-half touchdowns to
seal the victory.
Heath tallied again with 1:02
left in the third period on
Hawkins 20-yard scamper,
who broke two tackles en
route to the touchdown. But it
was . Murray which • had the
opportunities.
-Hawkins—fumbled- twice
within a five-minute span in
the third quarter, and the
Tigers recovered both times.
But they were unable to
convert on either.
Nick Swift fell on the first
one at the Murray 33 after the
Pirates had driven well, MO
Tiger territory, but was forced
to punt from his 38 on fourth
and 16.
Two plays later, Hawkins
fumbled again, with tackle
Tony Herndon recovering
deep in Heath grounds at its
31.
Two running plays netted no
yards, and when Rich Rollins
dropped back to pass on thtrd
and 10 at the 29, he was
swamped by Pirate defenders
for a 15-yard loss.
Heath made it 20-0 with 8:03
left in the fourth on James
Long's five-yard gallop, but
the Tigers threatened im-
mediately after.
From his own 42, Rollins
tossed to Kevin Vaughn, who
made a nifty over-the-
shoulder catch, for a 42-yard
gain to put the Tigers at the
Heath 16.
But Rollins was sacked
again two plays later by the
agressive Heath line, and he
was dropped nine yards
behind the line of scrimmage
in an attempt to find an open
man on fourth and six at the
12.
Murray Coach John Hine
felt that series of plays was
probably the pivotal point of
the game. "They just had a
super pass rush. Their defense
was a lot tougher than I
thought," he said.
The Tigers finally managed
to get on the scoreboard with
2:33 left due to a Heath
miscue. Toger Vaughn
fumbled the snap from center
while readying to punt, and he
was dropped behind the line.
An unsportsmanlike conduct
penally further hurt Heath,
and Murray found itself with
the ball at the Pirate 5.
Rollins picked up one yard
on a keeper before Reed
dodged tacklers from four
yards out for the score. Rollins
was dropped on the two-point
conversion attempt.
Wright led all rushers with
135 yards on 19 carries, and
Brian Hulen was second with
65. Long had 62 on nine at-
tempts. Murray High was led
by Thomas Kendall with 33 on
five carries and Reed with 28
on 18 attempts.
'I was really proud of the
effort our boys came up with,
but Heath just had a little
more 'oomph' than us," Hine
said.
Murray High, at 1-3 (0-2 in
district) virtually eliminated
from any playoff chances with
the loss, hosts Caldwell
County Friday before
traveling to Trigg County Oct.
6.





















Rushing-Bo Reed, 18-28; Thomas Ken-
dall, 5-33; Nick Swift, 1-6; Mike Hibbard,
2-3; Rich Rollins, S. -21.
Passing. Rollins, 4-8-0, 56 yds.
Receiving. Kevin Vaughn, 1-42; Dave
tattoo, 1-7-Bo Reed, 1-4; Kendall, 1-3.
Punting. Nick Swift, 6-35.5.
Kick returns - Kendall, 3-67; Eddie
Requarth, 1-13.
N.. nwv scenic
HEA -Terry Amis, 6 run; Hal Skinner,
PAT: 8:21.2nd.
HEA - Greg Wright. al run; Skinner.
PAT: 1:02,3rd
HEA - James Long, 5 run; kick failed;
8:03,4th.
MUR - Be Reed, 1 run: conversion
failed: 154 4th
Prep Football Scores
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Atherton 27 Waggener 0
Ballard 49 Manual?
Bardstown 12 Marion Co 7
Barren Co 31 Allen Co 7
Belfry 48 Johns Creek 0
Bishop David 38 DeSales 0
Boyd Co 20 Ashland Blazer 2
Boyle Co 35 Mercer Co 0







Thomas Kendall (21) found the going rough, as did the rest of the Murray High runners, °gains?
the Heath defense Friday. The Tigers picked up only 91 yards on the ground as the Pirates dealt














Elbow surgery will be per-
formed on Cincinnati Reds
pitcher Bill Bonham next
Wednesday, the National
teague club says. _
'Bonham, roubled
throughout the se son with
arm problems, will not pitch
again this season.
"It has been known that
Bonham would need off-
season surgery in the right
elbow," slid Reds President
Dick Wagner.
Butler 15 Durrett 0
Butler Co 31 Edmonson Co 6
Campbell Co 7 Pleasure
Ridge 0
Casey Co 20 Clinton Co 12
( 30T
Clark Co 19 Laurel Co 7




Danville 17 Shelby Co 14
Eastern 31 Male 7
Elkhorn City 37 Jenkins 0
Erlanger Lloyd 14
Covington Holmes 6
Fairclale 7 Jeffersontown 6
Fern Creek 20 Moore 7
Fort Campbell 41
Russellville 14
Fort Knox 29 LaRue Co 6
Fort Thomas Highlands 15
Boone Co 7
Fulton 31 Alamo Tenn 8
Fulton Co 27 1Fteidland 25
Garrard Co 38 Anderson Co
0
Glasgow 70 Campbellsville 0
Grayson Co 28W Hardin 12
Green Co 7 Warren East 0
Greenup Co 14 Huntington
W.Va. 11
Hancock Co 21 McLean Co
15
Harrison Co 17 Montgomery
C,o 7
Harrodsburg 32 Lincoln Co 6
Hart Co 22 Caverna 8
Hazard 26 Berea 0
Heath 20 Murray 6
Henderson Co 26
Madisonville 7
Henry Clay 9 Franklin Co 7
Henry Co 6 Bath Co 0
Hopkinsville 10 Paducah
Tilghman 7
Jessamine Co 38 Whitley Co
Johnson Central-Lewis Co
canceled
Knox Farragut Tenn 17
Middlesboro 14
Lafayette 13 Tates Creek 7
Leslie Co 39 Clay Co 0
Ludlow 21 Dayton 0
Madison Central 29 Oldham
Co 8
Marshall Co 42 Lone Oak 6
Mayfield 40 Owensboro
Catholic 0
Meade Co 21 N Hardin 12
Metropolis Ill 9 Ballard
Memorial 7
Morgan Co 26 West Carter 8
Nelson Cd 22 North Bullitt 14
Newport Catholic 14
Newport 0
Nicholas Co 22 Frankfort 20
" Owen Co 42 Ky Country Day
6
Owensboro 2'7 Union Co 0
Owensboro Apollo 14
Daviess Co 7
Pa intsville 36 Virgie 6
Paris 35 Maysville 0
Pineville 38 Lynn Camp 14
Re celand 39 Fairview 7




Rowan Co 14 East Carter 12
Seneca 8 Caldwell Co 6
lier.411 _P. Dime
Heights 0





Trigg Co 33 Crittenden Co 12
Trimble Co 20 Metcalfe Co 6
40
SI
Nick Swift (34) downs Heath's lames Long in the Pirates' 20-6 victory over the Tigers Friday. Swift hod a fine night punting,
kicking six times for a 35.5 average. Also pictured is Mike Hibbard (31).
All Photos by Kevin Penick




Everybody likes to make a
good impression at a new job
and that's what four new
National Football League
coaches, Ray Malavasi of Los
Angeles, Cleveland's Sam
Rutigliano, Neill Armstrong
at Chicago and Washington's
Jack Pardee, have done so far
this season.
All -(our are unbeaten after
three weeks of the 1978 season
and will try to keep the good
times rolling this weekend.
The only other NFL un-
beaten is Pittsburgh with
holdover Coach Chuck Noll
and the Steelers go against
Rutigliano's Browns in one of
Sunday's big games.
Elsewhere Sunday,
Baltimore plays at Buffalo,
Denver is at Kansas City, New
England plays at Oakland,
Atlanta visits Tampa Bay, St.
Louis goes to Dallas, the New
York Giants host San Fran-
cisco, Detroit plays at Seattle,
San Diego is at home to Green
Bay, Los Angeles visits at
Houston, Miami goes to
Philadelphia, New Orleans is
at Cincinnati and Washington
plays the New York Jets.
The Monday night game
senda Minnesota to Chicago.
Of the four unbeaten new
coaches, Rutigliano would
seem to have the toughest task
staying that way Sunday. The
Browns have not won at
Pittsburgh since 1969, drop-
ping eight straight there.
-What happened in the past,
especially in Pittsburgh, is not
going to affect our per-
formance this week," said
Rutigliano. "That record
doesn't mean anything to me
or my staff since it occurred
before- we arrived In
Cleveland.
"Everyone on our team
realizes that in order to ac-
complish the things we hope to
achieve, it all begins with
winning our division. Winning
the Central title starts and
ends with Pittsburgh, since
they are the defending
champions."
The Browns and Steelers




both are former defensive
aides who have moved into
head spots for the first time in
their long coaching careers.
Malavasi, who replaced
George Allen as coach of the
Rams during the preseason,
had spent the last five seasons
as the club's defensive
coordinator. And it has been
the Los Angeles defense that
has helped the Rams open a
twogame lead in the NFC
West.
LA leads the league in total
defense with a yield of 600
yards and 28 points for three
games. The Rams also lead
Subpoenaes
Delivered
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
FBI agents delivered more
subpoenaes Friday as a
federal investigation dug into
the multimillion dollar maze




subpoenaes have been issued,
with more possible.
Sherman Copelin and Don
Hubbard, who played key
roles in the handling of the
Sept. 15 event at the Super-
dome, were directed to turn in
all their records on the fight
by next Thursday.
Their subpoenas were for
- records only. Copelln told
' reporters the investigation
was "based on misin-
formation. We will cooperate
fully. We have nothing to
hide."
Henry Sirtioneaux said he
was summoned to appear
before the grand jury Sept. 28,
along with all his records.
Simoneaux, director of ticket
sales for the New Orleans
Saints, said he handled ticket
sales for Louisiana Sports on a
short term contract.
Simoneaux said he wasn't
sure what they want him to
talk about but added, "I
assume they are interested in
the records pertaining to the
ticket sales for the fight. I will
Lake all the records I have
with me to the grand jury."
There were about 50 ticket
outlets for the fight here and in
other cities, including
Memphis and Los Angeles, he
said, and "I had overall
responsibility for keeping up
with the tickets sold and the
money received. I have
complete records." '
A subpoena also was issued
for Ronald "Butch" Lewis of
New YO* City, a former vice
president of Top Rank Inc.,
the firm headed by Robert
Arum, which had overall
rights to the fight promotion.
their conference in rushing
defense.
Armstrong's Chicago club
has surrendered only 23 points
in three games, the fewest
allowed by any team in the
NFL. The Bears' new coach
spent the previous seven years
molding Minnesota's defense
and a year ago, watched
Walter Payton set an NFL
rushing record of 275 yards in
a single game against the
Vikings. Now, Armstrong will
be on Payton's side of the field
when the Beats meet Min-
nesota Monday night.
Pardee was Payton's coach
in Chicago and moved on to
Washington when Allen was
dismissed. Now he has the
Redskins in first place in the-
NFC East with three straight
wins. Washington's surge has
been paced by quarterback
Joe Theisman, who leads the
conference's passers with an
87.1 performance rating.
Jazz Manage Our
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) —
Lewis Schaffel is no longer
general manager of the New
Orleans Jazz of the National
Basketball Association.
Schaffel, 34, who joined the
club in April 1977, has not been
involved in club operations
since the NBA season ended.
Since then, the Jazz
operations have been under
the direction of Bill Bertka,
director of player personnel,
and Coach Elgin Baylor. The
Jazz said Friday this
arrangement will continue.
The team issued a brief
statement saying Schaffel "is
no lob40 affiliated with the
ball club in any manner."
In addition to disposing of
the general manager, the Jazz
also put two players on
1.
waiv3rs: Charles Counts, a 6-
foot-6 forward, and John
Service, a 6-11 center-forward.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove net
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray ledger L
Times by 5:30 p.m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m on Satur-
days ore urged to cull 7 53.191 6
between 530 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
rod 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper Cells
must be pieced by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Satiordryt
to gmerentee delivery.
Daily Special
f'Fisherman's Platter Special I
0 A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet, Ifresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried F
shrimp, served with choice of potato
0 southern hushpuppies and cole slaw.
a"W'
Good Every Day Except
Friday & Saturday
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Fullback Bo Reed (32) is downed by the Pirates' John Alexander in Friday's district contest at Heath. The Pirates held Reed to 28
yards en route to a 20-6 victory. Other Tigers shown are Brad Wells (40) and Kevin Wright (66).
Ed Sneed Tied For First
In $200,000 California Napa Open
NAPA, Calif. (AP) — Ed
Sneed has a double bogey on
his scorecard, but somehow is
alive — tied for first, no less—
in Napa's $200,000 pro golf tour
event.
"I was a little disgusted with
myself," the co-leader said,
looking back to his troubles
which began with a poor 2-iron
shot on the seventh hole
Friday. "But I came back to
get a birdie at nine, so the net
effect is positive."




LONG POND, Pa. (API —
Richard Evans, the national
modified championship point
leader, has qualified for
Sunday's 300-mile race for
modified stock cars at Pocono
International Raceway.
Evans, of Rome, N.Y.,
drove his 1976 Mustang II at
151 mph Friday, temporarily
earning the pole position for
Sunday's ,race. Five drivers
were granted permission to
qualify Friday because of
their commitments in Mar-'
tinsville, Va., for the Old
Dominion 500 today.
Only Evans and points
runnerup Jerry Cook, also of
Rome, and Paul Radford of
Kerrum, Va., were able to
drive before rain washed out
the afternoon's activities.
Cook managed 150 mph and
Radford 144,
The rerhaindet of more num
90 entrants was to take part in
time trials today. Sixty cars
will start in Sunday's
championship race. The
wirinertets more than $13,000




MILAN, Italy (AP) — An
agreement has been reached
for a Woild Boxing
Association light heavyweight
title fight between U.S.





According to Branchini, the
bout will be held in Las Vegas
or New York next Nov. 18 or
Dec. 8.




Rossmiin is the newly
crowned world champion
after he scored an upset win
against Argentine veteran
Victor Galindez.
Traversaro is the European
defending champion. He
recently retained the title
through a controversial draw
against veteran Avenarnar
Peralta of Spain.
lives in Florida said he
definitely was thinking
positively as he headed into
today's third round tied with
48-year-old Don January for
the lead in the tournament at
the Silverado Country Club.
Ten golfers who were 1
under par through the event's
first 36 holes had nothing, to
think about today except going
home. They failed to make the
cut in the birdie-filled tour-
nament.
Sneed, with a 4-under-par 68
on*Silverado's North course,
and January, with a 6-under 66
on the shorter South course,
finished 36 holes at 134, 10
under par.
Two strokes back were six
players in a tie for third —
Alan Tapie, Jay Haas, Caries
Coody, Barry Jaeckel,
Howard Twitty and Dave
Eichelberger.
Then, at 137, 138 and 139
were golfers too numerous to
mention, despite being in
definite contention for the
toues last title before next
week's World Series of Golf.
''You can make up five or
six strokes on any golf
course," said Coody, in at 136
after shooting a 67 on the
South course.
The final two rounds of the
event are on the 6,870-yard
North course, tougher than the
South but not invincible as
Twitty's 62 proved in the final
round last year.
The weather's perfect and
the greens are in great shape.
That's why the scores are so
low," said Tom Watson, whose
69 put him at 137 with seven
others; including Lou Graham
and Ben Crenshaw.
Graham had the tour-
nament's best round so far, a
65 on the South course on
Friday when the players
shooting 66s included Napa's
own Johnny Miller (138),
George Knudson (1371 and
Tapie, along with January.
Lee Trevino was one of 15
players at 139, PGA champion
John Mahaffey and U.S. Open
champ Andy North were at
140, and Masters champ Gary
Player made the cut at 142
thanks to a birdie on his final
hole Friday.
The tournament is spon-
sored by Anheuser-Busch.
Murray High leading rusher Bo Reed did manage to find some running room against Heath, but
not very often. The Pirates handed the Tigers a 20-6 district defeat. Reed carried 18 times for 18
yards. Blocking is Brad Wells (40).
--Trinity, Mayfield, Heath Win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Trinity's Shamrocks scored on
the first play of the fourth
quarter on an eight-yard pass
from Shawn Fawbush to Chris
Bosky, then held back St.
Xavier in the final minutes for
a 7-6 victory Friday night and
a tighter grip on its Jefferson
Class AAAA state football
title.
Paul Martin's conversion
,kick was the difference as
Trinity won its fifth game in as
many starts this season and
its fourth over St. X in the last
three years. An estimated
22,000 fans turned out for the
game at Fairgrounds
Stadium.




W.Va., for a 14-11 victory. Top-
fated Bowling Green, 3-0, did
not play
Boone County, 4-I, rated
third in AAAA, fell 15-7 to Fort
Thomas Highlands while
Henry Clay, 5-0, rated fourth,
defeated Franklin County 9-7.
Newport Catholic, 4-0,
pulled a 14-0 decision over
Newport to retain its top-rated
position in state AAA. Also in
that class, fourth-rated
Danville, 4-1, defeated Shelby
County 17-14 while Meade
County, 5-0 and rated fifth,
beat North Hardin 21-12.
State AA action found
secondrated Mayfield, 4-0,
defeating Owensboro Catholic
40-0 and Somerset, rated third,
improving its mark to 4-1 with
a 4241 decision aver -
Providenee;Ind.
Somerset running back
Thomas Venable ran loose for
the lopsided victory, carrying
the ball 15 times for 131 yards
and four touchdowns.
No. 4 Heath, 4-0, defeated
Murray 204 while fifth-rated
Middlesboro, 2-3, fell to
Knoxville, Tenn.'s Farragut
17-14.
Three ranked teams in State
A were winners Friday night
Top-ranked Paintsville,
defeated Virgie 36-6; No. 3
Harrodsburg, 4-1, beat Lincoln
County 32-6, and No. 5 Han-
cock County won over McLean
County 21-15. Second-ranked
Bellevue, 3-1, lost to Rich-
mond Madison 18-12 while No.
4 Beechwood did not play.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferifon C,o AAAA: No. 3.
Ballard. 5-0, defeated No. '5
Manual 49-7 and fourth-ranked
Ettstaar_Dnvld defeated
DeSales 38-0.
—State AAAA: No. 1 ranked
Bowling Green plays No. 5
Chsistian County Saturday
night. •
—State AAA: No.2 Russell
did not play.
—State AA: Top-ranked
Corbin, 5-0, did not play.
•
San Diego, Padres, Out Of NL Race,
Celebrate With Win Over LA
The San Diego Padres, in
fourth place in the National
League West and long out of
pennant contention, had
something to celebrate Friday
night. The Los Angeles
Dodgers, the division leaders
and en route to their second
straight title, didn't.
Why would San Diego, with
an unspectacular 81-74 record,
be happy, and Los Angeles,
with a frontrunning 91-62
mark, be glum?
The Padres, by thrashing
the Dodgers 12-3 with a 20-hit
assault, had amassed their
biggest hit and run produc-
tions of the year and had
assured themselves of at least
-a' .500 season — the first in
their 10-year history.
The Dodgers, by losing, had
their first-place lead over
Cincinnati sliced to 61/2 games
while their pennant-clinching
number remained at three.
Slugging outfielder Dave
Winfield, in the midst of his
best major league season, led
the Padres' attack with a
homer, three singles and three
runs batted in, spoiling the
51st birthday of Los Angeles
Manager Tom Lasorda.
The Padres broke open the
game with six runs in tbe fifth
inning. Winfield started the
uprising with his homer and
Gene Richards singled in two
runs during the big inning,
when the surprisingly bum-
bling Dodgers made two of
their five errors.
While the Dodgers were
losing, their two closes,
pursuers were winning.
Cincinnati beat the Atlanta
Braves 6-4 and the San
Francisco Giants, eight
games behind Los Angeles,
blanked the Houston Astros 2-
0.
In the only other NL game,
the Chicago Cubs defeated the
St. Louis Cardinals 573,
The Philadelphia Phillies,
leaders in the NL East by 11/2
games, were rained out
against the Mets in New York,
and second-place Pittsburgh
and Montreal were not
scheduled.
Reds II, Braves 4
The Reds kept alive their
slim pennant hopes, rallying
for three runs in the seventh
inning — two on Johnny
Bench's single and one on
Dave Concepcion's hit — in
beating Atlanta.
Earlier, Arturo DeFraitas
Zimmer, Lemon Left Thinking
About Ones That Got Away
Don Zimmer and Bob
Lemon were left thinking
about the ones that got away
Friday night as the tailenders
played spoiler in the
American League East.
Zimmer's Boston Red Sox
took a 4-3 lead into the ninth
inning against Toronto, only to
have the last-place Blue Jays
score two runs in the bottom of
the ninth and pull out a 5-4
victory.
Meanwhile, Lemon's New
York Yankees rallied for three
runs with two out in the bot-
tom of the ninth to tie sixth-
Baseball Breaks
Attendance Figures
NEW YORK (AP) — Major
League baseball has broken
its total attendance e figure
for the third consecutive year,
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn's
office announced Friday.
Through games of Thursday
night, the 26 major league
teams have drawn 38,721,143
.fans, tipping the mark of
38,709,781 set last year, when
attendance climbed 24 percent
over the 1976 total of
31,318,331.
Six teams have drawn more
than two million people with
the Los Angeles Dodgers, at
3,227,431, establishing the
alltime single club record.
place Cleveland at 7-7, only to
lose the game 8-7 in the 111th.
All of which kept first-place
New York two games in front
of Boston and had Zimmer
shaking his head. •
"What can I say?" he asked,
the frustration written all over
his face. "We have to win
them all, but I said that before
we came in here."
In other games Friday
night, the Kansas City Royals
split a double-header, winning
the opener 4-2 and then losing
to the Twins 4-0; the California
Angels beat the Chicago White
Sox 3-2; the Milwaukee
Brewers blanked the Oakland
A's 3-0; the Detroit Tigers
defeated the Baltimore
Orioles 7-5 in 10 innings, and
the Texas Rangers swept a
double-header from the
Seattle Mariners 10-2 and 1-0.
Any combination of New
York wins or Boston losses
totaling seven will give the
Yankees the AL East title,
Kansas City's magic
number over California in the
West is now four.
Blue Jays 5, Red Sox 4
Boston took a 4-3 lead in the
eighth inning on singles by
Carlton Fisk and Fred Lynn
and a sacrifice fly by Butch
Hobson.
But pinch-hitter Bob Bailor
led off the ninth for Toronto
with an infield hit off Andy
Hassler, 3-5. Alan Ashby
popped out on a bunt attempt,
but Bailor took second on
Dave McKay's bloolisingle to
center. After pinch-hitter
Doug Ault walked, Rick
Bosetti greeted Bill Campbell
with a single to center, driving
in the tying and winning runs.
Tom Murphy, 6-9, got the win.
Indians 8. Yankees 7
The Yankees erased a 7-4
deficit in the ninth inning on a
bases-loaded walk to Reggie
Jackson and a two-run single
by Lou Piniella. but in the 10th
Duane Kuiper walked, moved
up on a passed ball by
Thurman Munson and a wild
pitch by Rich Gossage and
scored on an infield single by
Rick Manning. Yankees
shortstop Fred Stanley got to
the ball hit up the middle by
Manning but was unable to
make a play.
Miss
and Joe Morgan homered for
the Reds and Jeff Burroughs,
Gary Matthews and Bob
Horner connected for the
Braves.
Giants 2, Astros 0
San Francisco's Bob
Knepper took the league lead
in shutouts with five, pitching'
a five-hitter and striking out
eight as the Giants downed
Houston. For Knepper, 16-11,
it was his 15th complete game
of the season and lowered his
earned run average to 2.73. He
helped his cause with a run-
scoring single.
Cubs 5, Cardinals 3
Chicago continued its
mastery over St. Louis this
season, beating the Cards for
the 14th time in 16 meetings.
Braves Make Room
For Hank Small
ATLANTA (AP) — The
Atlanta Braves have made
room on their roster for AAA
slugger Hank Small of Rich-
mond by trading pinch-hitter
Cito Gaston to the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Gaston was traded Friday in
exchange for future con-
siderations, the National
League club announced.
Small helped lead the AAA
Richmond Braves to a playoff
title this year. He played
college ball at South Carolina.
In Richmond, he had a .289
batting average, 25 homers
and 101 RBI.
Gaston was hitting .231 with
one homer and nine RBI at
Atlanta. He had hit .296 as a
pinch hitter.
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
Ormars




Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
641% %Sutras Ph 442-8837
WinterWind Blows--
And Your Heat Goes
To keep winter wind from pulling
the heat from your home, weatherize
and insulate now. Seal _off the ways
heat can escape.
Caulk around window frames and
panes, too, if nec-
essary. Weather-
strip "around doors
so they fit snug





West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation
clear plastic. Insulate the attic to a
minimum orni0 and the floor to a
minimum of R-11. (When building or
remodeling, insulate walls to at least
R-1 1 ). The winter wind
will soon be blow-
Murray-Mayfield
ing and pulling out
your home's heat
. . unless you
stop it. Ask us for
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'Harmless' Dirt In Salt Lake City Is Not So Harmless After All
By BILL BEECHAM
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
Twenty years ago, a fire
station was built at a
foundation filled with whit
seemed harmless dirt. Years
passed, and a family took a
house near a lot heaped with
the same dirt. Neighbors had
lived qwetly in the peaceful
area for decades.
Now one of those neighbors
has leukemia, the firemen are
frightened, and the young
family in the quiet brick house
is eager to move away.
That dirt is the residue from
uranium mining, and only
recently have officials
determined it is radioactive
and may be dangerous.
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outside Salt Lake City has
spewed invisible radon gas -
a product of the small traces
of radium that are found in
uranium ore, and which
remain when it is milled.
Two decades ago, when the
potential hazards were not
well known, more than 2.3
million tons of these
radioactive tailings were
scattered over the lot by the
Vitro Minerals and Chemical
Co.
The firm, which processed
uranium for atomic weapons,
later went out of business. But
the tailings are still there -
and in similar piles left by
firms that have gone out of
business in seven other states.
Congress is debating how to
help the states get rid of the
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Meanwhile, people live with
the problem. Here are four
facets of it:
In hearings before a
congressional committee,
Rep. Dan Marriott, R-Utah,
said a survey projected 24
cases of lung cancer for
residents in the Salt lake City
2. NOTICE 
t.
lot's vicinity, six near a site in
Durango, Colo., and five at
Shiprock, N.M. John Hanks, a
Marriott spokesman, could
offer no statistics but called
that rate "very abnormal."
Lyman Olson, director of
the Utah Division of Health,
says he is unaware of any
cancer cases proven to be
caused by the tailings.
'There are so many factors
one must take into con-
sideration. Do they smoke?
-How long have they lived




large doses of radon gas over
15 to 20 years can cause
cancer. "We know that to be
the case."
One person caught in that
uncertainty is Ander Burke,
65, who has lived for 35 years
in his modest house eight
blocks from the Vitro lot. Last
February, he said, his doctors
told him he had leukemia.
He says he cannot blame the
tailings for his condition.
"But then again, it's
possible," he adds. -Nobody
knows."
Property around the lot has
become almost valueless,
residents can't find buyers for
their homes, and, in recent
















be reached on 753-
19 16 and 753-1917.
DON'T DIE without a will!
Blank will form protects
your family. 2 forms only S.3-
-guaranteed! Order today!!
National Reports Box 246,
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302 
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753-3128. 
GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, '''store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace
Plate glass, window glass,
plex-a-glass, insulated glass
and mirrors Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
& G Complete Glass, 816






I CAN SEE ALREAN
1.04Ar5 60(N6 TO HAPPEN
01178 UMS4 NM,* lAc
LISTEN, HE'S GOT 1-1I5
CHEESE, HIS CRACKERS, HIS











be submitted by 12








































NOW r REALLY WOLLD
ESE RIGHT THERE
2. NOTICE
Hare A Place To











$360 NET PER Wl(k
PART-TIME..
Our latest program in au-
tomatic merchandising
-features the new pop-top
hot foods All are nation-
ally-known brands such as
Heinz, Campbell's Hormel,
Chef Boy•Ar Dee etc All
accounts are secured by
us in office buildings.
schools, industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We need reliable people in
Your area to service these
accounts We provide se-





parts and service. You
provide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly serviceable
automobile be ready to


















Change oil for $1.00
Rent. All parts at
discount.
YOUR NEED is our concern
NEEDLINE 753 6333. 
S. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and Main.
Contains important papers
and identification. If found
please call 753.1919 or 753
7618 
LOST, TUESDAY Sept. 19,
blue - Wilson racket ball
racket and book. In the
vacinity of old Faxton school
road. $10 reward. Call 762





Wednesdays from 9 am till 4




BRICK LAYERS. 10 Jour.
neyman Masons for light
weight block work. Chestnut
Hilt Shopping Center,
Murray Ky. First building
will be a K Mart, pay SO cents
per hour above union scale.
Call 759 4590 between 7 am
and 3: 30 pm. 
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R P. Lundy Trucking Co:
Requirments: Minimum




Average pay, $340 $370
weekly, workmans corn
pensation, Blue Cross Blue
Sheild available. Call 901 587
9502.
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady work, for interview,
call 753-0839 or 753-5287. 
EXPERIENCED CAR clean
up man. Must have ex
perience. Call 759 4515 from
HELP WANTED. Purchase
District Furniture
Warehouse. Apply in person,
419 S. 4th St. 
NEED BABYSITTER in my
Nene Or yours, 8 to S, Mon
thru Fri. Call 753 9237 after
5:30. 
NEED HELP with elderly
gentleman. Can?SI 1459. 
NEEDED RELIABLE
person to sit In my home for 4
hours dotty. Call .7536157
at ter 6 pm. 
PART TIME HELP wanted
at Murray Speed Way Apply
in person. 
PART TIME yard and
r garden work. tail 753.4607
after 6pm. 
6. HELP WANTED U. ARTICLES FOR SALE
QUALIFIED BRICK Mason
positon. Full time tem-
porary. Laying brick pavers.
Length of the pedestrian
overpass on campus. All
necessary material,
equipment and assisting
labor will be provid? by the
University. Apply at the
personnel office MSU. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
wanted to keep 2 small
children in my home Mon..
Fri. Furnish own tran-
sportaton. West of Murray
near Oaks Country Club.
References required. Call
751-3417. 
RN or LPN FOR part time
life insurance peramedical
examiner in Murray area.
Prefer someone not working
full time. Flexable hours.
Nursing supervisor will
interview the week of Oct. 1.
Send resume to P.O.Box 32
X, Murray, Ky. 
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex-
perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply








not necessary, but a desire to
work and learn a must.
Apply in person at Twin
Lakes Office Products, 314
Main St. Murray, Ky. 
WANTED BABYSITTER. In
my home afternoon shift.
Two children. Call 753-9924
after 4:30 pm,
WANTED MAID. Full or
part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th. No
phone calls please.
WANTED- AMBITIOUS
sales people to train for
management. Write giving
name, address and phone to
J. Martin 200 S. 12 St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. 
WANTED FULL TIME,
responsible, hard working
male, 18 years old or older,
horticulture back ground
helpful. Contact Eddie Jones,
753 1725.
WANTED RNs and LPNs,
good benif its, working
conditons, immediate
openings. Apply at Crest-
wood Manor, 4th and Indiana
Ave. Mayfield, Ky. 1 247
0200. 
WANTED WAITRESSES for
morning and evenings shifts.
Experience not necessary.
Apply in person at majestic
Steak House, Olympic Plaza, .
Murray, Ky. 
WANTED: Woman for part
time cleaning and
housework Phone: 753-4607. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
INNOVATIVE, responsible,
honest 22 year old male with
M.S. degree wants day time
employment. Call Mark 753-
3940. 
11. INSTRUCTIONS 
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682. 
HOW INTELLIGENT are
you? Self•scoring test
reveals I.Q. in 45 minutes!
Send $3 today---guaranteed!!
National Reports, Box 246,




25*. DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOlt MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 302 N. 17111
753-2263.
14. WANT TO BUY 
COUPLE WANTS water-
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms, Up to
200 acres adjoining - or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815. No
Agents
GOOD USED vacuum
cleaner, Electrolux. Call 753-
0737 after 5 pm. 
USED ELECTRIC
typewritter in good conditon
Call 489-8226 after 4 pm.
WANT TO Buy a baby bed
Call 753-6041
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE









and wall cabinets, also a
coppertone sink, renge good
and cook top. Call 489.2285. 
AVOCADO FRIGIDAIRE
,combination washer dryer,
liHe new Call 489-2471




102 N. 4th 753-5397
BABY HIGH-CHAIR, $15.
Call 437-4420. 
BEAT THE RUSH, fire wood
for sale, cut to your
specifications. Call 436-2724. 
DRYER, good condition,





table, 6 chairs and buffet.
Maple Philco stereo, sofa
bed, lounge chair. 908 Morton
St., Paris, Tenn. Call 901-642-
6405. 
1976 318 DODGE truck
motor. 30,00 actual miles,
$250. Also a 3 year old gold
GE Best washer, S1,50, and a
gold Norge dryer, $100 or
both for $225. Call 489 2715. 
MOBILE HOME tires and
wheels, $15 each. Call 436-
2116. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393. 
ONE GIRLS bicycle, 10
speed, one GM love
seat,toddler size, two nine
month old female goats. Call
435-4550 after 5 pm. 
PORTABLE STEREO and
speakers. Curtis Mathes,
good condition, $150. Call 753-
0737 or 436-2438. 
USED GOOD CLEAN bed,
springs and mattress. Must
sell due to no storage space.
Call 753-9320 after 3pm.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances





$50.00 up; Used Stove,
Electric & Gas $25.00
up; Used Color Black







Service in Paducah call 1-
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753 6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FOR SALE: 1968 5000 Ford
diesel tractor, S4800. Call 753
9908.
13' 10" INTERNATIONAL
disc and a 2 row gleaner corn
header. Call 759-1130. 
WANT TO BUY a five foot
bush hog. Call 253-2987. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons. Retail value at $315,
but will sell at $275 or best




organs, used pianos. Lonardo




grain fed aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 99 cents
a pound hanging weight
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing,, 042-
8201. One mile north of Paris












Author of 5 books, world
recognized authoriity, Free
details Nation,' Reports,
Box 246, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14302.
years, no new building has
been allowed near the
perimeter.
"I don't like the idea of
living here," says Pat Hatch,
29, a mother of four whose
brick home is across the street
from the lot.
She says she knows of three
area residents who died of
cancer.
27, MOB. HOME SALES
1975 HOMETTE for sale or
rent. Call 492-8457. 
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753.5816. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile





over payments, Call 753-4736
anytime.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice drapes
and carpet, air and ap-
pliances. Extra nice, call 753-
4074 or 753.1877. 
10 X 55 MAGNOLIA, 2 BR,
good conditon, 2900. See at
Riveria Ct. or call 753-2380
before 5 pm. 
1971 12 X 40, 2 bedroom, all
electric, furnished, nice,
53400. Call 753-2762. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
2 BR TRAILER for rent.
Shady Oaks Tr, Ct. Call 489.-
2533. 
TWO BR, 12 X 65 mobile
home, 24 X 24 family room.
Call 436-2310 after 12 noon. 
12 X 65, THREE BR mobile
home for rent. Deposit and
references required. Call 753-
4509 or 753-7357.
31. WANT TO RENT 
A BUILDING or room for
rehearsal purposes. Call 759-
1028. 
MURRAY STATE
FACULTY member wants to
rent reasonable house in
country. Contact Ginger, 762-
6851. 
YOUNG MARRIED couple,
no children, no pets. Call
after 5 pm, 759.4755. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
2 BR FURNISHED apart




Murray. Call 753-4109 
NICE UNFURNISHED 6
room apartment. Two
bedrooms. Close to campus.
Call 753-7276. 
THREE FEDERAL housing,
2 BR unfurnished apart
ments available in October.
Under the 236 program.
inquire or call Murray
Manor LTD, Dugiud Rd., 753-
/3668.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
2 BEDROOM brick house for
rent, 4 miles west on hwy 783.
Available November 1. Call
753-7493 or 1-466-3311. 
2 BR HOUSE for rent. Call
759-4881. 
3 BR HOUSE, across from
school, carpeted, gas heat,
available Oct. 1st. Call 753-
4862 after 4 pm. 
NICE WELL 'INSULATED
house, 4 miles east, city
Water, couples, no pets,
references. Call 753-7551. 
36. RENT OR LEASE 
SPACIOUS 4'e ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call








3$. PETS-SUPPLI ES. 
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman puppies,
therripian -bloodline, 8 weeks
old, have been wormed. Call
1 587-3633. 
A K C REGISTERED
Dachshund, 4 females, and 2
males, Call 753-5852. 
FEMALE DOBERMAN
Pinscher, registered,






AK C registered, extremly
"Me blood line Also some
blacks. Call 901 642 2277,




Immediate opening, good benefits in-
cluding hospitalization, salary com-
mensurate with experience. 753-0374.
PERSONS WANTED
Inventory and pickup garden seeds
from retail outlets. Overnight travel
involved, idea4 for retired or semi-
retired persons. Salary or commission,
travel expenses paid, vehicle fur-
nished. Apply in person to Ferry-
Morse Seed Company, Stephen Beale

























































































































a nice, call 753-
.
NOLIA, 2 BR,







r. Ct. Call 48,-
X 65 mobile
family room.




























iugiud Rd., 753. 
ORRENT 
brick house for
























































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
IS. PETS-SUPPLIES.
TWO BEATLE dogs for sale.
One is 18 months old, black
and white, the other is 4
years old and black, white
and tan, registered. Call 1.
474-2302. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
FOUR PARTY yard sale,




and miscelaneous. S. 12th. St.
FIVE PARTY GARAGE
Sale at Williams Body Shop
on Industrial Rd. Sept. 22 and
23.
YARD SALE, 307 N. 5th
Monday, Segitember 25.
43. REAL ESTATE 
5 ACRES inside City Limits.
This property is zoned 8 2
and R-2 for multiple uses.
This property has unlimited
possibilities. The person who
buys this property has built
in hedge against inflation.
Also included is small home




25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites and
over 1300 ft. of highway
frontage. Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake. Priced
at $15,000. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753 1222.
We provide a complete range
of Real Estate Services. 
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it...2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teens...Just waiting for you







large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church Road. Price reduced.
Phone KOPPERUD




'at the corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.
Phone our office for more
details. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
REA LT 0 RS
eaSeM
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't - We want you to
know about 2 good buys., one
is a 2 bedroom, 1 2 bath,
doublewide mobile home
located on approx. 2
acres. .We also have a 2





JOBS REALTORS, 753-1492. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
story apartment house. One








With The Friendly Touch"
Mobile Home Site. . 3
Jots totaling 197' fron-




Call 753-8080 for ad-
ditional information.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
WILSON
1200 ft. living area built to
form adm. specifications. Has
central heat air, 2 baths,
redwood deck. You should see
the intermost parts of this
home.
Yes we do have a small farm
with a 3 bedroom, one both,
gas heat, wall-to-wall carpet
home located near Almo, Call
753-3263 for apt
753 3143 125i Nowt
HOUSE AND-6 ACRES Here
is that rare home buying
opportunity of a good home
plus acreage plus close to
town location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom brick
home with central heat and
air and low utility bills. Lots
of the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots and
outside building suitable for
horse stable or storage.













We have 3 brand new
homes. Two have 3
bedrooms. One home
has 4 bedrooms. They
are all different and
range in price from
$35,000.00 to $49,500.00.
All are carpeted &
have lovely kitchens.
All have attached
garages. Call us about
Obese for surely one of








On Wells Boulevard is
one of Murray's better





tral gas heat & central
air. Low utility bills.
Wooded backyard. A









bank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath...And
as an added bonus, a two bay
clean-up shop. All plus 51/2
acres already sowed in soy






901 Sycamore Murray, Ky
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
6 room brick house








On an acre lot. Has 4
bedrooms, 21-2 baths,
new carpet and newly
decorated. Has central
heat SC air, double
garage, family room
and also large game
room. Plenty of room
for family living, both
inside and out. You
must see to ap-
preciate.
LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores,
plush carpeting, nice kitchen
with - appliances, lake
privileges for residents, this
home is insulated throughout
wih R-11, R-19, and R•21 and
is one of the best insulated
homes around. A 400 Amp
breaker box. Walls are on 13-,
center, metal outside storage
on concrete slab. Priced
reasonably at $22,500. THE
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS, 759-1707.
We're not going to try to tell you the
many features that make this home
unusually attractive. It has a natural
rustic decor that must be seen to be ess.
predicted. The home is only minutes
from town, just north of Coles Comp
Ground Church and near the watershed
lake. If you're wanting something out of
the ordinary than deal overlook this
home! We're envious to show this home


























"BEFORE WE TRY THE EXPRESSWAY,


















fireplace, 1 block from
university. Great location
and home is in good con-
dition. Priced in the teens.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
/ For any type of driveway








Extra nice 2 BR, 2
bath mobile home





division close to the
lake. $24,000.
Weekends& Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4168
Pam Mayity 753 8624
Don Tether 753 1930
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 HONDA 400-4, maroon
with 2 matching helmets, low
mileage, like new, must sell.
Call 753-5688 or 753-4591. - 
IC USED CARS 
1975 AUDI 100-LS, AM-FM-
tape, air conditioned, new
Mechilin tires, $2900. Call
7519866 after 5 pm. 
1962 BUICK LaSabre. Good
transportation. 1971 Datusn
1200. 1965 Mustang, 2-2 all in
good conditon. Call 489.2133
or 489-2759 after 5 pm. 
1970 CHRYSLER' New
Yorker, 4-door, fully loaded
and in exceptional condition,.
$650. Call Sid Jobs Sr 436-
2180. 
1973 CHARGER, power
steering, brakes, air, AM. 
FMcassette, 51600. Call 436-
5366 after 7 pm.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala,
S.S. Triple tila.cic, wheels, 76
model 454 engine, power
steering; 'brakes alnd air.











Weekends & Evenings Call:
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nail 753-4868
Pam Clarity 753 $624
Don Tucker 753 1930
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 2 lots in
Croppie Hollow, ready to
build on $2500 for both. Call
436-5526 or 436-2410 after 6
pm.
GOVERNMENT LANDS





Write National Reports, Box
246, Niagara FallS, N.Y
14302. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$26,000. Charles B.
McCuiston 753-5174.. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
2 BR HOME on one acre near
the lake. Priced for quick
sale. Ca11436-2628. 
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
Quality built with luxury
features. Central gas heat
and electric air conditioning.
Three bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, loads of kitchen
cabinets. Near Murray High.
804 Minerva. Call 753-0196 or
753-7906. 
REDUCED $3000 for im-
mediate sale, three bedroom
21.2 baths, two car garage,
fireplace 2400 sq. ft. on 121
North. Call 489 2727.
E P A CEPTiFiED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL











Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE 31 .25
For Hospital & House Calls Phone 753 4013
1968 CHEVROLET Impala,
good mechanical condition,
paint rough, $250. Call 753-
3245. 
1973 CADILLAC, white, 4-
door, and a 1970 Pontiac,
excellent condition. Call 753-
5561. 
7197156‘ DATSUN 2801, loaded
with extras. Call (502)-1-443-
1974 DA T,S-U N 260 I, bronze,
air, AM•FM radio, Mitchelin
tires, 47,000 milles, excellent
condition. Call 753-0083. 
1978 4 DOOR, baby blue
Caprice Classic with
everything, only 15,000 miles,
one owner locally owned.
Call 753-9036 after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
Camaro, red & black, good
condition, new tires. Phone
474-2326 after 5 pm. 
1972 GRANVILLE Pontiac,
power brakes, steering and
air, 4-door post, leather in-
terrior, good shape,/ $795.
Call 753-0085. 
1972 OLDSMOBILE Cottess,
blue with white top, AM-FM
radio, Power
steering, 64,000./ actural








Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




from scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!




'Quality that win please"
S “ . 753-5719
49, USED CARS
1971 TRIUMPH TR B, 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9920 
1967 VOLVO, runs good, new
tires. Call 753-9371. 
1971 VW VAN. Many extras,
$1500. Call 759-1657. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1977 CHEVROLET; 4 wheel
drive, steering, brakes, air,
4-speed. Call 753-3938. 
1971 CHEVROLET' pickup,
42,000 miles, very sharp.
Excellent condition. Call 753-
9951. 
1966 DODGE pickup truck,
automatic, $350. Also a 1975
F C model 150 Bowlens
la 9n and garden tractor, 14
hydrastatic, with 42 inch
deluxe mower, tool bar with
attachments, $1700. Call 753-
6251 after 3 pm. 
51. CAMPERS 
24' CONCORDE Travel
traitor, sleeps 8, air con-
ditioned. 15' Imperial -Bass
boat. Call 437-4794 nights. 
CAMPER THAT WILL fit a




You've got a good thing going
with Starcraft. Complete line
travel trailers, pop-ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used campers.
East 94 Hwy., 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1965 GLASSPAR CABIN
Cruiser, 90 hp Mercury
motor and traitor. Call 437-
4420.
14" POLARCRAFT and
trailer, 35 hp depth finder,
trolliing motor, Bass seats,
4285,
dsteering gears. Call 437-5.
16' RUNABOUT, 50 hp
engine, excellent condition,
$2900. Call 759-1110. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-549




scaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436-5570. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753-2418
1
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1209 Sycamore
Sid Jobs - 753-6079 Amos
rt - 
McCarty
g431-T 9Judy Johnston - 4374446 I ibretta Jobs - 753-6079 Glenda 
'Brenda Jones - 753-8221 Helen Spann - 753-8579
FOR ALL YOUR lime
spreading and hauling, call
Frank K irks, 753-9564
A_  
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps,
Call 759-4878. 
CALLOWAY COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, well haul it
away. Yard and garages





estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753,5816. 
CUSTOM LANDSCAPING.
Let us enhance your home
with a personally designed
landscape plan. Call 759-1657,
Hutson Greenhouses. 
CAN'T GET /hose small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call 753-






753.2310 for free estimates.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers
Call 1-382-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. E yetis
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky. 
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056. 
.1 & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
,Landolt, 753-8170. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm.




Also, dealers for Volcano II,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of 247.1253,
607 W. Broadway. 
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m. 
WILL BABYS1T in my home.
Call 753-5183.
57, WANTED 
TIMBER WANTED. We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs or





Has current openings for
CASTERS
These positions require individual in
good physical condition, and an in-
terest in earning above average pay.
Apply in person between 8 a.m. and 10
a.m. Monday through Friday or call
247-6637 for an appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
RIP VAN WINKLE DREAMED
FOR TWENTY YEARS ABOUT BUYING A HOME. . .
ITS TIME TO WAKE UP AND
INVEST!!
HOUSE SWEET IT IS To find all these features
in one home. Situated on large watervievt lot. 3
BedroomSsc ith large eat-in kitchen plus den and
large patio for cookouts. Has been reduced for
great buy...under 30.
Dear I,oretta:
We're just starting out and can't afford a large




You're in luck. Take a look at this 2 bedroom
home with gas heat plus outside storage. Come
see for yourself...$13,000.
Imretta
Easy to buy. 'Easy to live with. This neat duplex
will be perfect for first home or investment. One
side is 3 bedrooms, the other is 2 bedrooms. Live
in either side according to you: needs and let
other side help you pay for it.. Located near
shopping.
Mellow Yellot.4...Quaint older home,
redecorated, stained glass windows, romantic
facade and a real tower. just perfect to display
those treasured antiques,. priced in the teens.
The Arrangement.. If you need separate :living
space -for parents, in-laws or guests, you'll be
thrilled by this 3 bedroom home plus apartment
with separate entrances.band fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and convenience to univer-
sity and shopping.
Smart start. If you're starting out or slowing
down, you'll enjoy the convenience and economy
of this 2 bedroom cottage...located near down-
town shopping...lots of trees and shrubs for
private effect.. Yes, yours.. for under
$20,000.. First time on the market.
For Me and My Gal - 2 bedroom, 1 bath home,
located short distance from Murray. Prices in
lower teens. Ideal for first home. Call us today
for more information.
Just a squeeze from the City Squeeze - Own your
OK n hideaway, 2 bedroom, 2142 bath, with a shop.
Water front lot with your own dock and a
beautiful view of lake from back porch.. located
on large lot...Call today before someone else
discovers this hideaway.
A Horne For All Ages. ..Located in the country.
This house has everything you scould want. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, fireplace in
living room, basement, large garage, on 1'
' acres. I,et us show this one today.
Plop-Plop-Fizz-Fizz...Oh, what a relief it is...to
finally' find a house ready to move into.. .3
bedroom, 2 bath, ample sizes rooms, fenced in
back yard, appliances including washer, dryer
and freezer. Just been reduced.
In the Good Old Summertime - Take advantage
of the shade plus...you can fish out of your
stocked pond...2L2 acres in good location. ..3
bedroom, nicely decorated.
Is there a doctor for the house? Superb location,
2 story cAlonial design, 4 bedrooms, 31.! baths,
sauna, winding staircase in entry hall, formal
living and dining, fireplace in family room, 2 sets
of French doors opening out onto patio, setting on
secluded acre. These are the facts. See this
beauty and make it your home by calling Glenda
Smith at 753-1492 or 753-1499.
Tall trees - Gentle breeze - Are yours in this u ell
constructed 3 bedroom plus study u Ith ex-
ceptional features like breakfast nook w ith built-
in china cabinet, U-shaped kitchen w ith ample
cabinets, family room vt ith fireplace, living
room with southern exposure, 2'- baths and
economical gas heat - located in choice area near









Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. Buzz Rabatin,
conclude a series of three
sermons based on the prayer:
"0 God, give us the serenity to
accept what cannot be
changed; courage to change
what should be changed; and
the wisdom to know the dif-
ference," at the 1045 a.m.
service on Sunday. Sept. 24.
New members will be
received into the church
family during the morning
service. Lisa Slater will direct
the choir with Steve Clark as
organist.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m.,and the adult class will
continue the study of the
-gospel of Mark with Rev.
Rabatin as the leader.
The Senior High Group will
meet at four p.m. for
volleyball at the City-County
Park, and at five p.m. for a





The Rev. Dr. Harold
Tallant, church evangelist at
the Highview Baptist Church,
Louisville, will speak at the
revival services torught at
7:30 p.m. on Sunday at 10:40
a.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
The music will be directed
by Dr. Tallant with Sharon
Owens as pianist and
Margaret Wilkins as organist.
J. T. Lee, deacon of the week,
and the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White. church pastor, will
assist in the services.
At the evening service at
seven o'clock the pastor will
be the speaker. The ordinance
of baptism will also be ob-
served.
Sunday School will be at 9:40





The Rev. Robert E. Farless
will speak on "Footprints In
The Rock Of Time" at the 8:45
and 10150 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Sept. 24, at
the First United Methodist
Church. This will be Christian
Education Sunday and his
scripture will be from Exodus
3:6, Joshua 4:21, and Matthew
16:18.
Christian Education leaders
will be recognized at the later
service.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs. R.
W. Farrell as Organist, will
sing the anthem, "Come,
Christian, Join To Sing" which
will include trumpets played
by Patty Smith and Don
Golando at the later service.
Both services will include a
Violin duet, "Larghetto"
Sonata in G Minor by Handel,
presented by Robert Gillespie
and Irma Collins.
Activities Sunday will in-
clude youth choir for grades
seven to 12 at 4:30 p.m.;
children's choir for gradeadhe
to six at 5:30 p.m.; and Junior
High UMYF directed by Mr.
and MRs. Bob Dunn and
Senior High UMYF directed
by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kiesow
at 5:30p.m.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Services
Bro. John Dale will speak on
the subject, "The Ten Com-
mandments; Yesterday and
Today," at the 8:30 a.m., 10' 40
a.m., and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Sept. 24,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His morning scripture will
be from Romans 15:4 and his
evening scripture will be from
II Timothy 3:15-17.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls, Jim
Ragsdale, John C. Steele,
Gary Rowland, Ed A.
Thernasrken Farley, James
Thurmond, Charles Lamb,
Mike Perry, Ray Karraker.,
rand Tarry Meriaaloi 
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be Mike Lyons,
David Wright, Ron McNutt,
Paul Ragsdale, and Glen B.
Gibbs. Sandra Garland will be
the teen nursery helper. '




'.'The Patience Of An
Oyster" will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service on Sunday,
Sept. 24, at the First Christian
Church.
Larrie Clark will sing a solo,
"How Excellent Is Thy
Name," at the morning ser-
vice. Darrel McFerron will be
the worship leader and Amy
Roos will be the candle
lighter.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodf in Hutson and Dr.
William F. Smith, Jr. Serving
as deaconesses and deacons
will be Elmer Collins, Dave
Eldredge, l3erty Gore, Nor-
manj-lale„ and Leon Smith.
Nursery Workers will be
Olivia Marshall and Melanie
Roos.
The congregational business
meeting will be held at the
close of the morning worship.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., God and Country award
class at five p.m., youth
groups' supper at 5:30 p.m.,
and meeting at six p.m. with




"God's Ways or Ours:
Which Do We Prefer?" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Martin Mattingly at
the masses at 6:30 p.m. today
(Saturday and at eight a.m.,
eleven a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 24, at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
His sermon will be based on
Isaiah 55:6-9 and Matthew
20:1-16. CCD Classes for
grades one to 12, and adult
classes will be at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday in Gleason Hall.
Nursery for children four to
six years old will be provided
at the eleven a.m. mass, and
coffee and doughnuts will be




Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 8:30 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 24, at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport as the
celebrant.
Duncan Hart and Samar
Mahfoud will be acolytes;
Mike Ornelanuk and Bill Kyle
will be lay readers; and Ann
Harcourt and Karen Tolley
will be ushers.
Morning Prayer will be held
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. with
Church School and Adult Class




The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., will speak on the
subject, "Give Give Give Give
Give," at' the 10:45 a.m.
worship service on Sunday,
Sept. 24, at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. His scripture will be
from Matthew 25.
Special music will be by the
Youth Choir who will sing "My
World Your World," and by
the Children's Choir who will
sing "Soft Is The Rain." Torn
Allen is the director of the
choirs and Joan Cooper is the
organist.
At the 630 p.m. potluck
supper on Sunday the church
will honbr Brenda and James
Euel Erwin for their services
as custodians of the church
and for being responsible for
the care of the cemetery for
many years.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.mi and the Administrative




Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.0.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.4.
MURRAY CIVIT ANS heard Ray Thomas, past Governor of Kentucky Civitans, speak
on "False Assumptions of American Culture" on Thursday evening, Sept. 21. Thomas
also initiated a new member, tarry aschall, into the Murray Civitan Club as well as in-
stalling the new officers-for 1978-79. Pictured are, left to right, John Emerson, out-going
president; Ray Thomas, guest speaker and member of Bowling Green Civitan Club;
tarry Dunn, incoming president, and Larry Paschall, new member.
Kirksey Methodists To
Hear Rev. Frank Bulle
The Kirksey United
Methodist Church, located on
Highway 299 at Kirksey, will
hear the Rev. Frank Bulk,
District Superintendent of the
Paris District of The Memphis
Conference, preach at the
11:00 a.m. period of worship
on Sunday Sept. 24.
A fellowship dinner is
planned following the morning
worship service; and Rev.
Bulle and his family will at-
tend as guests of the
congregation. This will be an
opportunity for
congregational members to
become acquainted with Rev.
Bulle, who has recently been
appointed to serve as an ad-
ministrative director for
United Methodist Churches in
the geographical area which
includes Murray and Fulton,
and Paris and Martin, Tenn.
Rev. Bulle was appointed to
this position in June, 1978, and
prior to this appointment




(a title which replaced the
title Presiding Elder in The
Methodist Church), Rev. Bulle
will assist local
congregations, in a super-
visory' capacity, as they set
goals and budgets for ministry
in their local communities and
on a regional, national and
international basis.
Also, as United Methodist
Ministers are members of The
Annual Converence, Rev.
Bulle, serves as an important
link between these Elders of
the church in terms of ap-
pointments, programs and
priorities of The Memphis
Annual Conference.
Friends and neighbors of the
congregation are encouraged
to attend these activities,
reports the Rev. Fred S.
French, minister of the





pastor, and members of the
Calvert Temple First Pen-
tecostal Church of God of
Murray, Highway 641
South, wish to invite
everyone to attend worship
services. Weekly church
services are: Sunday morn-
ing, 1(-a.m.; Sunday night,
6:30 p.m.; Wednesday
night, 7:30 p.m.
"Who's Going?" will be
the topic of the Sunday
morning sermon for Sept.
24. Text will be taken from
Matthew 7:21, 23 and
Revelation 21:8.
Wednesday night is
family night with three
seperate classes: Junior
Church, Teen Scene, Adult.
Rev. William Cox will be
speaking on the origin of
angles to the adult class.
Rev. Richard Clendenen,
youth director minister, will
conduct an worship exper-
ience for the searching
teenager, in the Teen Scene
class Wednesday night.
He Really Wanted Job
DETROIT (AP) — Anthony
Opat really wanted a job at
Ford Motor Co.'s huge
Woodhaven stamping plant.
So when the automaker
rejected his job application,
he got a better idea — he
snuck in and went to work
anyway.
Now, after being "fired"
when officials found out he
had worked three sweltering
days on the assembly line, the
persistent 19-year-old from
suburban Melvindale is
hoping Ford will reconsider.
"I thought they'd be glad to
get a hard worker...," he said
Thursday. "The three days I
worked were the hottest days
of the summer — I never
sweated so much in my life. I
figured they'd think anyone
who would work in that heat
would be worth hiring."
Opat, who had lost a job as
an ambulance driver, said he
applied for work Sept. 6 but
was told there were no
openings. So he put On work
clothes and simply showed up
the next day at the afternoon
shift change.
"I flashed my unem-
ployment card at thes gate
guard and went on in with
everyone else," he said. "He
must have thought it was an
ID card."
Inside the plant, Opal said,
he told a foreman he was a
"hew hire," was given a time
card and put io work staking
auto hoous.
"I knew they eventually
would find out that I wasn't
supposed to be there. But I
hoped by then they would see
that I was a good worker and
give me a job," he said.
But when Opat told a fellow
worker about his scheme, the
man apparently fared Opat
would get hurt and told a
supervisor. On the fourth day,
a foreman whisked Opat to the
plant office.
"Everyone in the personnel
department must have talked
to me. They wanted to know
how I got in and who put me up
to it, and at first they were
pretty mad," he said.
"When we finished talking,
everyone was laughing about
the whole thing. They told me
not to tell the newspapers
what I had done and they'd
make sure I got a job. They
told me to call in a few days to
get my paycheck and set up a
physical."
But it has been two weeks,
and he has not heard from
Ford.
"Every time I call, they tell
me to call back another time,"
be said.
Ford officials would not say
if ()pat would be hired or paid
for his three days of work. Thc
company's only comment
came in a statement from
John G. Grotz, industrial





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Monthly electric bills can be
held to present levels through
energy conservation, despite
rising costs, thee chairman.of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority has said,
S. David Freeman told more
than 600 people attending the
Third Annual Governor's
Conference on the Environ-
ment Thursday that
Americans have been nur-
tured on a steady diet of low-
cost energy, and have an
"insatiable appetite to gobble
marginal resources to
produce that energy."
That approach — of
developing all energy supplies
at once — is a recipe for
disaster, he said.
-Everyone agrees that
inflation is the nation's No. 1
.problem, but the production
first advocates overlook our
best bet for combatting it," he
said. "Energy conservation is
the cheapest and quickest
source of supply. The energy
we save can fuel growth in the
economy as well as saying
consumers money."
Freeman advocated
restructuring electric rates to
encourage conservation and
penalize waste.
In an interview, he said he
has directed the TVA staff to
prepare a rate reform
proposal, which he hopes to
implement - next spring,
barring unexpected op-
position. Rates are set by the
TVA board, of which Freeman
currently is the only member.
Taking a strong en-,
vironmental stance, Freeman
committed TVA to a "clean"
coal policy. He said the giant
utility is the nation's worst air
polluter, but is launching the
largest program in the
country to clean the air.
"The costs of air pollution
control are substantial, but in
my view it would be even
more costly to the people if we
failed to clean up," he said.
Freeman estimated that
pollution control measures
will account for an increase in
residential electric bills of
about nine percent by the peak
year of 1983, tapering off to
about four percent by the end
of the decade.
"What is often overlooked is
the cost in human health if we
don't clean up," he said. "Fuel
costs are easier to calculate
than the costs of emphysema
or cancer."
Freeman also said TVA has
taken the lead in encouraging
the use of solar energy.
He said he will announce
this month a TVA-financed
pilot project to install solar
water heaters in 1,000 homes
in Memphis, Tenn. Customers
would repay the Knoxville-
-based utility through savings
on their monthly water bills,
he said.
Another speaker, Eugene




warned against attempting to
solve environmental problems
by papering over them with
regulations, or by thinking
"we can move pollution from
one place to another."
He said that changes the
direction of the problem but
does not solve it.
Computers Could Stuntman 
Dead -6
After 323-Foot
Dominante Education Fall In Lexington -
Computers eventually will
be almost the domina,nt
method of learning at prac-
tically all levels of education,
a nationally-recognized
physicist told participants in a
workshop on computers in
education this week at Murray
State University.
Dr. Al Bork, a professor of
physics at the University of
California at Irvine, went on to
observe that computers have
the potential to make drastic
changes in the entire
AmeriCan educational
system.
-We believe these changes
will occur," he said, "because
the computer not only is an
effective and proven device in
aiding in learning but it also is
going to be a relatively
inexpensive one," adding that
computer costs are steadily
decreasing and will continue
to decrease for some time to
come.
Fifty-three faculty mem-
bers from Murray State and
Western Kentucky Univer-
sities and the University of
Louisville attended the two-
day workshop, sponsored by
the university's College of
Environmental Sciences.
"The computer already is
being used as a learning
device where the student is
interacting with a carefully
prepared computer program
prepared by experienced
teachers in an interactive
way," he told the teachers.
"The computer is asking
questions, drawing pictures,
giving information, and the
student is typing in responses
or sometimes pointing to
particular things such as
points on a curve," he went on.
The process, he said, is very
one-on-one procedure, more
like that which goes on bet-
ween a student and faculty
member in the teacher's office
as compared with the teaching
process experienced in a large
lecture class environment
"where things proceed in a
rather fixed way."
"The student has control of
the learning pace, how fast his
or her movements through the
materials should be, and this
can be adjusted to whatever
pace is most natural for the
student," he said. "The
student gets considerable help
when he or she has learning
problems, and, naturally, the
conversations with the
computer will vary greatly
from student to student,
taking into consideration how




may not be as effective as
having each student work
hours each week individually
and directly With a teacher, it
can be much more humane,
'much more personalized and
much more individualized
than what goes on in a large
lecture class," he said.
The computer workshop
was the first of a series of
workshops and seminars to be
sponsored at the university by
the College of Environmental
Sciences. The next is
scheduled for mid-November
when Dr. Sam Postlethwait, a
professor of biology at Purdue
University, will conduct a




DETROIT ( API — The
National Organizing Con-
ference to Stop Government
Spying claims a police in-
telligence unit, formed to keep
tabs on organized crime, is
also a clearinghouse for in-
formation about political
activities of private citizens.
The organization released
documents Friday it offered
as the first evidence the Law
Enforcement Intelligence
Unit ( LEIU) operated a spy
network on political
dissidents.
The group claimed the
police unit, based in
Sacramento., Calif., kept
secret records on antinucleur
demonstrators, Vietnam War
protestors, black activists and
American Indians. .
The files on private citizens,
including a Louisville, Ky.,
woman, were in addition to
records about 25,000 organized
crime figures and associates
kept by the LEIU, according
to the coalition of 80 groups.
In addition, the conference
charged the police unit
received taxpayer money
indirectly through federal,
state and local government,
but hides its operations behind
its status as a private
organization.
The documents, obtained in
a lawsuit in Chicago, covered
eight persons the group
claimed were targeted for
police scrutiny solely because
of their political activities.
The Chicago Police
Department obtained the
documents through the LEIU,
the group said. It Wa2 not
immediately clear whether
tthe Chicago police requested
the records or were sent them
routinely.
Although none of the records
disclosed were from
Michigan, the group said
police departments in Warren
and Detroit are members of
the LEIU. The state attorney
general's office as well as the
Michigan State Police belong
to the unit, the group claimed.
Among the eight included in
the documents were Michael
Phillip Lerner, a University of
Washington professor; peace
activist Leland Kater
Lubinsky of Redlands, Calif.,
and black activists Richard
Henry, of Jackson, Miss., and
Michael Zinzun, of Pasadena,
Calif.
Also named in the LEIU
documents were Ann
McCarty, a Louisville woman
identified by the records as a
"longtime Communist Party
member; an unidentified man
Identified as a war and tax
resister; and American Indian
leaders Clyde and Vernon
Bellecourt.
Although the file supplied by
the Redlands, Calif., police
listed no arrest record for
Lubinsky, it identified him as
a "recognized leader in peace
movements."
"He has connections in
several states. including New
York, New Jersey and




arranges financing," the file
card said.
The conference claimed that
perhaps as many as 10 percent
of the LEIU's records,were
kept on private citizens who
had never been in trouble with
the law. It could not offer
details on those files.
Outside of I.ubinsky, and
Henry, the others had been
arrested at least once for
varying offenses, according to
the LEIU records.
The documents were sent to
the LEIU by police depart-
ments in Seattle, California,
New Orleans, Louisville and
South Dakota, and available
on request or through corn-
puter to the unit's 250 mem-
bers.
The police unit, a private
non-profit group, has said it
keeps files only on organized
crime figures and that the
documents are kept under
tight security to prevent
disclosure.
However, the coalition
charged the LEIU had also
involved at least one public
utility in its operations,
releasing a 1960 memo to then
FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover.
That memo said
representatives of the Pacific
Telephone Co., as well as the
Internal Revenue Service,
Alcohol Tax Unit, Army in-
telligence, Coast Guard in-
telligence and federal state
and immigration departments
attended the San Franciso
session in November 1960.
The group said it was not
ready to propose legislation to
more strictly control the
police unit, but said it was
collecting more information
on it and urging local
departments to pull out of the
LEIU.
"We are certainly against
labelling political activities
(as) organized crime," said
Morton Halperin, director of
the Center for National
Security Studies in
Washington, D.C.
"We can no longer permit
this organization to claim it is
a private organization. It is
transferring information on
lawful political acttvities. It is
clear we have been deceived'
by It.
LEXINGTON, Ky. eAP) —
Stuntman A.J. Bakunas, ,who
had made 2,500 previous
jumps with only minor in-
juries, is dead after making a
323-foot leap from a downtown
building as part of a movie
scenario.
Bakunas' death in a
Lexington hospital Friday was
attributed to massive lung
damage caused about 15 hours
earlier when his jump, in-
tended also as a new record
for a free fall, went awry. The
air bag on which he landed
ruptured on impact.
About 1,000 persons watched
the leap Thursday evening.
Their cheers turned to horror
when they realized the air bag
had not properly cushioned
Bakunas' leap from atop an
office tower.
The Kincaid Tower; still
under construction, is a
location for the movie,
"Steel."
The plunge was financed by
actor Lee Majors, one of the
film's co-stars and owner of
Steel Productions, the
production company.
The scene was to depict the
depth of a character por-
trayed by George Kennedy. It
earlier had been filmed with
Bakunas making a shorter
jump, but Majors arranged
the 323-foot jump so Bakunas
could regain the record.
Asked if footage of the fatal
fall would be used in the
movie. Steel Productions
spokeswoman Carolyn
Machado said, . "Most
assuredly. As far as we know,
it will be." Majors was
unavailable for comment.
Dr. Judson E. Chalkley,
medical adviser to the
production company, said in a
press conference at Good
Samaritan Hospital that a
7,200-square foot outer bag
burst and an inner bag was too
small to cushion Bakunas'
impact at 115 miles per hour.
-Hitting the second bag was
the equivalent of hitting ( the
pavement)," Chalkley said.
Tommy Huff, another
stuntman who helped stage
the jump, said, "It's very
possible there was a weak spot
in the bag. We will definitely
be inspecting the bag."
Bakunas, 27, died at 9:45
a.m. after surgery to stop
internal bleeding. He had
received 15 pints of' blood
during the night, 'Chalkley
said.
He broke both hips and
shoulder blades, but the fatal
injury was a "pulmonary
contusion,- or severe lung
bruise, Chalkley said.
"The rapid deceleration
caused tremendous damage to
the tissue in his lungs. The
cells themselves simply
disintegrated. All the damage
was done at impact," he said.
"He had so many problems
last night we simply at-
tempted to correct what we
could correct," he said. "His
( lung) injury was just too
severe."
Albert Bakunas, 'the vic-
tim's father, witnessed the
jump and remained at the
hospital throughout the night.
The victim's mother arrived
from Fort Lee, N.J., about one
hour after his death. Chalkley
said five sisters also were at
the hospital.
"I don't think any one
person or party should be held
responsible," Chalkley said.
"These jumps were a big part
of his life. We had talked about
it with him several times. He
had been thoroughly
examined and the airbag had
been checked by engineers
and had an extensive com-
puter analysis.
'He wanted to be
recognized as the world's
greatest fall guy and he had
made several other
arrangements. If it (the jump)
hadn't been in 'Steel,' it would
have been- In context with
another jump," Chalkley said.
Bakunas' free-fall record of
230 feet from a helicopter was
broken Sept. 2 by Dar
Robinson, who jumped 286 feet
from a helicopter in Buena
Park, Calif.
Bakunas said he had made
2,500 jumps, including four
from higher than 200 feet, and
had been injured only twice.
Shortly before the fatal leap,
Bakunas explained why he
risked his life.
"I'm a professional stun-
tman," he said. "I've got
pride in what I do. There was
always one thing in my life I
wanted to be the best in. For
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